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The weakly bound association products of atmospherically relevant rad-

ical species (O2, OH, NO2, HO2 and NO) have been studied theoretically using

quantum-chemical methods. The thermodynamic stabilities, which are crucial

to determining the probability of formation in Earth’s atmosphere, were calcu-

lated for the hydrotrioxy radical (HOOO) and peroxynitrous acid (HOONO,

an isomer of nitric acid) relative to the radical dissociation products. In the

case of HOONO, the experimentally determined values were confirmed. For

HOOO, the predicted stability was significantly lower than the experimentally

determined value; a conclusion that was supported by later experimental work

and indicates that HOOO will not form in significant quantities in Earth’s at-

mosphere. The fundamental and multi-quantum vibrational transitions were

also predicted for both the HOONO and HOOO systems. The theoretical
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work on the HOONO system aided the assignment of experimental spectra

and was used to correct equilibrium rotational constants. The HOOO sys-

tem presented a challenge for the methods used here and work to apply other

approaches in describing the vibrational modes is ongoing. Second-order vi-

brational perturbation theory, combined with a correlated quantum-chemical

method and a moderately sized basis set, provides a method for accurately

predicting fundamental and low-order multi-quantum transition energies and

intensities for many systems (HOOO being an exception). Here coupled clus-

ter theory, at a level which treats one- and two-electron correlation with a

correction for three-electron correlation, and atomic natural orbitals basis sets

were used in the vibrational calculations. To predict the dissociation energies

of weakly bound species with the precision required (due to the small energy

differences involved), high-order correlation contributions (a full treatment of

three-electron correlation and a correction for four-electron correlation) are

included, as is extrapolation to the basis set limit. Other contributions, such

as that for the zero-point energy, were also considered. For the HOOO system,

one-dimensional potential curves along the dissociation and torsional coordi-

nates were constructed with standard single-reference and equation-of-motion

coupled-cluster methods. The latter is better able to describe the nature of

a system in the bond-breaking region and the complex electronic structure of

a species formed from two radical fragments, one doubly degenerate in the

ground state: X̃2Π OH and X̃3Σ O2. A possible barrier to dissociation and

the torsional potential for HOOO were investigated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The molecules discussed in this work are the weakly bound products of

association reactions involving species relevant in atmospheric chemistry. The

importance of the fragments and previous studies of the association products

will be introduced below, as will the contributions that theoretical chemistry

can add to the understanding of these systems.

1.1 Atmospheric Chemistry

Peroxynitrous acid, HOONO, is formed in the three-body combination

reaction of the hydroxyl radical, OH, and nitrogen dioxide, NO2, or the reac-

tion of the hydroperoxy radical, HO2, and nitric oxide, NO. The hydrotrioxy

radical, HOOO, forms from OH and molecular oxygen, O2. The reactants are

involved in many atmospheric processes making the study of the association

products of interest. After beginning with a discussion of the interactions of

the fragments with ozone,a the possible effects of the weakly bound association

aOzone is a significant minor component in the Earth’s atmosphere with a significance
that varies with altitude. At mid altitudes, high concentrations of ozone absorb sunlight
of wavelengths shorter than 290 nm filtering the radiation that reaches the Earth’s surface
and the life thereon. Near the Earth’s surface, ozone is an oxidant and irritant to plants
and people.1
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products on ozone concentration will be mentioned along with possible effects

on a few other atmospheric processes.

1.1.1 Ozone and the HOx and NOx Cycles

The production and destruction of ozone through reactions of only

oxygen-containing species, termed the Chapman cycle presented in reactions

1.1-1.5, cannot account for the relatively steady-state concentrations observed.2

O2 + hν −→ O + O (1.1)

O + O2
M
−→ O3 (1.2)

O3 + hν −→ O + O2 (1.3)

O + O3 −→ O2 + O2 (1.4)

O + O
M
−→ O2 (1.5)

Photodissociation of molecular oxygen produces atomic oxygen, creating odd-

oxygen species (1.1). The combination reaction of atomic oxygen and molec-

ular oxygen to produce ozone converts one odd-oxygen species to another

(1.2). And photodissociation of ozone to produce atomic and molecular oxy-

gen reverses the effect (1.3). Both conversion reactions (1.2 and 1.3) are fast

and destruction or production of an odd-oxygen species is generally considered

equivalent to destruction or production of ozone.b However, loss of odd-oxygen

bWhile production of ozone decreases with increasing altitude (and decreasing concen-
trations of molecular oxygen) and production of atomic oxygen increases with altitude (and
increasing radiation) resulting in atomic oxygen being the dominate odd-oxygen species at
high altitudes, ozone is the dominate species at altitudes relevant here.
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species through either the combination reaction of atomic oxygen and ozone

to produce two oxygen molecules (1.4), or two oxygen atoms to produce one

(1.5), is insufficient to combat the production due to photolysis of O2 (1.1).

Catalytic cycles with a net result of either Eq. 1.4 or Eq. 1.5 make up for the

deficit in loss (or excess production). For example

X + O3 −→ XO + O2 (1.6)

XO + O −→ X + O2 (1.7)

Here X may be H, OH or NO (or Cl); with an OH, HO2 or NO2 (or ClO)

intermediate. Processes involving these species make up the HOx or NOx (or

ClOx) catalytic cycles for ozone loss. In the stratosphere (altitudes of approx-

imately 20 to 50 km), both processes are significant with the HOx processes

dominating in the upper portion of the region and NO2 in the lower.2

Photodissociation of NO2 to NO and atomic oxygen and conversion of

atomic oxygen to ozone through Eq. 1.2 has no effect on the overall ozone

concentration when followed by the reaction of NO with ozone to form NO2

and molecular oxygen (1.6). But if NO is oxidized without converting ozone

to molecular oxygen, the net result is ozone production. This scenario is

responsible for photochemical smog.1 The reaction of NO with the HO2 (or an

alkylperoxy radical, ROO) to form NO2 and OH (or an alkoxy radical, RO)

HO2 + NO −→ OH + NO2 (1.8)

ROO + NO −→ RO + NO2 (1.9)

3



oxidizes NO, produces hydroxyl radicals that can oxidize organic species lead-

ing to other NO oxidation processes and ties the fates of NOx and HOx species.

1.1.2 Peroxynitrous Acid - HOONO

The reaction of OH (or RO) with NO2 forms nitric acid, HONO2 (or

an organic nitrate, RONO2).
1

OH + NO2
M
−→ HONO2 (1.10)

RO + NO2
M
−→ RONO2 (1.11)

This reaction removes NOx and HOx species from the atmosphere by forming

a relatively stable molecule: nitric acid. At high pressure and given the for-

mation of nitric acid as the only removal mechanism, the concentration of OH

in the presence of NO2 decays at rates greater than predicted based on low

pressure observations. This led to the suggestion that a less stable isomer of

nitric acid, HOONO, could be an alternate product in the association reaction

of OH and NO2 with the formation of the less stable isomer becoming signif-

icant at high pressure.3 It was predicted that under certain conditions (high

pressure or low temperature) the lifetime of HOONO would be long enough

to affect the loss rate for OH observed experimentally, but that HOONO was

not sufficiently stable to serve as a sink for NOx and HOx atmospherically.

The rate constant for nitric acid formation determined from the rate of OH

loss was adjusted to account for estimated HOONO formation.4 The effect of

this reduced rate constant on atmospheric models was examined. Among the

4



differences noted was a significant increase in NOx at altitudes at which dis-

crepancies between modeled and observed concentrations had previously been

reported.c

Evidence for the formation of the HOONO isomer as an alternate prod-

uct in the association reaction of OH and NO2 was found through isotopic la-

beling5 and a bi-exponential loss rate for OH in the presence of NO2.
6 At high

temperature the less stable product has a short lifetime and dissociates on the

timescale of the experiment. Initially, the loss of OH indicates the formation

of nitric acid and the less stable product, but as the less stable product be-

gins to dissociate and OH is reformed, the concentration of OH decreases at a

slower rate. The HOONO product was first observed spectroscopically in the

gas phase in the infrared action experiments of Nizkorodov and Wennberg.7

This technique, in which a weakly bound molecule is dissociated through vi-

brational excitation and one of the resulting fragments is detected through

laser-induced fluorescence,d was subsequently used to determine the dissoci-

ation energy of HOONO.8,9 In the time since the HOONO side product was

first observed, work to clarify the outcome of the OH + NO2 reaction under

various conditions has continued through master-equation models,10,11e and

experiment.12–14

cOne-dimensional atmospheric models predict the distribution of atmospheric species
as a function of altitude based on the rate of production and rate of loss. Two-dimensional
models, such as that used in ref. 4, incorporate a latitudinal dependence.2

dA more detailed description of this experimental technique is included in section 2.4.3.
eModels to describe the overall reaction rate of the system as a function of temperature.

Temperature dependent parameters for collisional energy transfer as well as reaction rates
of possible side reactions contribute to the overall process.

5



Alkylperoxy radicals reacting with nitric oxide form alkoxy radicals and

NO2 (1.9). For large alkylperoxy radicals, alkyl nitrates are also formed (1.12),

with a yield up to 30 to 40%.1

ROO + NO
M
−→ RONO2 (1.12)

With the formation of alkyl nitrates removing radical species, ROx and NOx,

from the atmosphere (1.12) and the formation of RO accompanying the ozone-

less oxidation of NO (1.9), ROO + NO is another reaction of atmospheric

interest. The simpler HOO + NO reaction also oxidizes NO (1.8) and is

attractive as a model system in the study of reactions 1.9 and 1.12. A HOONO

or ROONO intermediate has been assumed in these processes. However, there

is not an obvious low energy transition state between HOONO and nitric

acid and it was thought that the nitrate product only becomes significant

when large alkylperoxy radicals are involved — making HOONO seemingly

irrelevant to the discussion of nitrate formation from peroxy radicals.

Recent studies indicate that nitric acid is formed (in small yield) from

HOO + NO and that the presence of water increases the yield of this minor

product,15 with theoretical evidence supporting a HOONO intermediate.16

Rate constants determined over a range of atmospheric temperatures and pres-

sures17 were incorporated into atmospheric models18 to investigate the effect

of this nitrate forming reaction

HOO + NO
M
−→ HONO2 (1.13)

6
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Figure 1.1: Three HOONO conformations: a) cis,cis, b) cis,perp and
c) trans,perp.

on the concentrations of various atmospheric species. The inclusion of reaction

1.13 lead to lower predicted concentrations of NOx and OH in the troposphere

(from the Earth’s surface to approximately 10 km), specifically the upper

troposphere, and, under certain conditions, a slight increase the lifetime of

methane and a decrease in ozone concentrations. The inclusion of reaction 1.13

also leads to larger differences between predicted and observed concentrations

of various atmospheric species so this chemistry must be further investigated

before the importance is known.

There are three main conformers of HOONO19 (see figure 1.1), which

are of varying importance. When both OONO and HOON torsional angles

are zero (cis,cis-HOONO), an internal hydrogen bond forms stabilizing this

isomer relative to the others (see figure 1.2f). A generalized valence bond

analysis indicates that a HOON torsional angle of approximately 90 degrees

fThe determination of the relative energies for the HNO3 system presented in figure 1.2
is discussed in chapter 2 with the exceptions of the cis,perp conformer and the perp,perp

transition state. The relative energies of the cis,perp and perp,perp conformers were calcu-
lated at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) level. See chapter 2 for a description of the computational
methods.
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Figure 1.2: Potential energy diagram for the HNO3 system.

(perp) is energetically most favorable, excepting the formation of an internal

hydrogen bond as above, and that the heavy atoms will remain roughly in-

plane resulting in trans,perp and cis,perp conformers.20

1.1.3 The Hydrotrioxy Radical - HOOO

The HO3 species has been discussed as an intermediate in several at-

mospheric processes including the reaction of ozone with atomic hydrogen to

produce vibrationally and rotationally excited OH (OH*) and O2
21–26 and the

reaction of the hydroperoxy radical with atomic oxygen.22,27–29

H + O3 −→ O2 + OH∗ (1.14)

HOO + O −→ O2 + OH (1.15)

In a kinetic isotope study of reaction 1.15 carried out at room temperature,

it was determined that OH is formed through an HO3 intermediate rather
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than through hydrogen abstraction by atomic oxygen.27 In recent theoretical

studies,28,29 a planar structure for the HOOO intermediate was predicted and

rate constants, which were roughly in agreement with experimental values,

were calculated.28 For reaction 1.14, two possible HOOO intermediates with

planar and nonplanar structures described in an early theoretical study21 were

invoked to explain OH products that were either highly rotationally or vibra-

tionally excited, respectively.23,25 Following theoretical studies focused first on

the nonplanar22 then a planar HOOO intermediate similar to that of reaction

1.14.26

Vibrationally excited hydroxyl radicals (OH*) are produced in the up-

per atmosphere through reaction 1.14. Loss of this vibrational energy oc-

curs through emission in the infrared and visible (i.e., the Meinel bands) and

through collisions with N2 and O2.
2 The rate of vibrational energy loss is much

greater for collisions with O2, with the rate increasing with decreasing tem-

perature.30 A relatively large negative temperature dependence for collisional

deactivation can indicate the formation of a complex. If the O2-OH* complex

forms, the rate of dissociation, which would regenerate O2 and OH*, decreases

with decreasing temperature. The decreased dissociation rate allows other

processes to compete, such as redistribution of vibrational energy and the for-

mation of O2 and deactivated OH. This interaction is another indication that

there is a bound HO3 species.

Early theoretical studies on the thermodynamic stability of HO3 yielded

inconsistent results. At some levels of theory the structure of a stable radical

9



was determined22,31–33 and at others HO3 was found to be unstable31,34–36 or

possibly metastable36 relative to OH + O2. The first experimental estimate of

the heat of formation of HO3 (∆H◦
f,298K = -1 ± 5 kcal mol−1) was obtained by

inferring an ionization energy of HO3 (IE = 253 ± 4 kcal mol−1) through exami-

nation of electron transfer efficiencies between a series of substrates and HO+
3

37

and combining it with the heat of formation of HO+
3 (∆H◦

f,298K = 252 ± 3 kcal

mol−1).38 This heat of formation for HO3 indicates that the radical is stable

relative to dissociation to OH + O2 by 10 ± 5 kcal mol−1. The HO3 species was

first detected through neutralization-reionization mass spectroscopy,39 which

confirmed that it is a relatively stable radical. The Fourier-transform mi-

crowave spectroscopy study that followed provided rotational constants and

determined that the radical has a stable planar trans-HOOO geometry.40 In-

frared action exeriments provided an upper bound for the dissociation energy

of HOOO to OH + O2 (D0 ≤ 6.12 kcal mol−1),41 which was later revised based

on the value determined for the deuterated species (D0 ≤ 5.31 kcal mol−1).42

This upper bound is consistent with the earlier experimental estimate, but

significantly greater than recent theoretical predictions that cluster around 1

to 3 kcal mol−1 (see figure 1.3g).26,28,43–45h

The hydrotrioxy (HOOO) radical has been proposed as a sink for hy-

droxyl radicals in the Earth’s atmosphere. Depending on the binding energy

gThe determination of the stability of HOOO relative to OH and O2 is presented in
chapter 2. The experimental value for the HOOO stability is from ref. 42. The relative
stabilities of H + O3 and HOO + O were estimated from heats of formation.

hOne exception being the work of ref. 44.
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Figure 1.3: Potential energy diagram for the HO3 system.

of HOOO, a significant portion of the hydroxyl radicals could be bound to O2

at certain altitudes, up to 66%41 for a D0 of 6.12 kcal mol−1 (or 25%46 for

a D0 of 5.31 kcal mol−1). However, if the true dissociation energy is around

1 to 3 kcal mol−1 as predicted by theory, the formation of HOOO in the at-

mosphere will likely not be significant. A negative temperature dependence,

similar to that noted above for deactivation of OH* through collisions with O2,

is expected for the formation of HOOO in the association reaction of OH and

O2. As a result, the highest predicted concentrations of HOOO would occur

at approximately 10 km above the Earth’s surface, at the boundary between

the tropospherei and stratospherej (the tropopause).

iFrom the Earth’s surface to an altitude of approximately 10 km, temperature decreases
with increasing altitude.

jAbove approximately 10 km, temperature increases with altitude due to the absorption
of solar radiation in the photolysis of O2 and O3 discussed above.
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In addition to participation in the HOx catalytic ozone destruction

cycles of the stratosphere (see reactions 1.6 and 1.7), hydroxyl radicals are

significant as a primary atmospheric oxidant and as a participant in the ozone

formation and destruction cycles in the troposphere. By abstracting a hydro-

gen from alkanes, hydroxyl radicals initiate a chain of processes that result

in ozone production through reaction 1.9.k The reaction of OH radicals with

carbon monoxide to produce hydrogen atoms is another critical step in tropo-

spheric ozone production in the presence of NO. Or, in remote regions where

concentrations of NO are low, the reaction of OH with carbon monoxide re-

sults in loss of ozone. Thus reaction with hydroxyl radicals is a major sink for

methane (and other hydrocarbons) and carbon monoxide in the troposphere.

The behavior of hydroxyl radicals has been well-described in the stratosphere,

however uncertainty remains concerning OH chemistry in the troposphere47

(and the mesospherel 48). Inclusion or dismissal of the HOOO radical as a sink

for hydroxyl radicals in the atmosphere would be one step (of many) toward

a clearer description of this important chemistry.

1.2 Applications of Computational Chemistry

Both HOONO3 and HOOO49 were proposed well before they were de-

tected.7,39,50 Weakly bound species can often only be studied under specific

kAlkyl radicals react with O2 to form alkoxy radicals that can participate in reaction
1.9.

lFrom an altitude of approximately 50 to 90 km, temperature again decreases with
increasing altitude.
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conditions with interference by other more stable molecules. Identification

through the observation of vibrational and rotational spectra is often critical

to establish the existence of these species. The initial intent of this computa-

tional work was to aid the assignment of experimentally observed vibrational

spectra. The calculation of vibrational energy levels beyond the harmonic ap-

proximation with high accuracy can provide a connection between one of the

few experimentally observable properties, the vibrational frequencies, and the

theoretical description. An accurate description of the molecular vibrations

will also allow for comparison of the experimentally and theoretically deter-

mined structure. Work in these areas is described in chapter 3 and includes

a comparison of predicted and observed vibrational frequencies and rotational

constants for trans,perp-HOONO, cis,cis-HOONO and trans-HOOO.

An accurate determination of the thermodynamic stability for these

weakly bound species is essential to the prediction of concentrations over a

range of temperatures and pressures, i.e. at various altitudes in the Earth’s

atmosphere. The experimental technique, infrared action spectroscopy, used

to determine bond energies of HOONO and HOOO, can only provide an upper

bound to the dissociation energy. This approach can benefit from confirmation

through accurate theoretical predictions. High-level quantum chemical meth-

ods are required to obtain a useful quantitative value. Special care is required

with the fragments (NO2, OH, NO, HO2 and O2) as all are species containing

unpaired electrons. In the case of HOOO, the species of interest is itself a

radical. The theoretical determination of dissociation energies for cis,cis and
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trans,perp-HOONO and trans and cis-HOOO is discussed in chapter 2.

The ability to theoretically explore the potential energy surface of a

species away from the local minima is also useful. For HOOO, where dis-

agreement between theory and experiment has been commonly encountered,

an examination of the trans-HOOO → OH + O2 dissociation curve and the

HOOO torsional potential is presented chapter 4.

Atmospheric models require rate constants for reactions of the relevant

species. Often low-temperature rate constants can be extrapolated over the

range of atmospheric conditions. However, complications can arise, as in the

OH + NO2 system as described above. Theory may not yet be capable of

predicting quantitative rate constants ab initio,51 but an accurate description

of the potential energy surface and the prediction of molecular properties to

support experimental observations may provide a better understanding of the

system. The estimation of the concentration of species that form through

weak interaction of common atmospheric molecules is dependent on the ther-

modynamic stability as well as spectroscopic constants such as vibrational fre-

quencies and rotational constants — all of which can typically be accurately

predicted with advanced electronic structure methods.52 When discrepancies

do arise between theoretical predictions and experimental determinations, the-

ory may reveal abnormalities that could explain the differences.
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Chapter 2

Dissociation Energies

High-level quantum-chemical methods were used to calculate the dis-

sociation energies of several weakly bound molecules. The energy required

to dissociate trans,perp-HOONO to OH and NO2 is predicted to be 15.9 kcal

mol−1, for cis,cis-HOONO the value is 19.2 kcal mol−1. These predictions

agree with experimental determinations to within 1 kcal mol−1. Theoretically,

trans-HOOO is bound relative to OH and O2 by 2.5 kcal mol−1.

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Thermochemistry

In weakly bound systems, where dissociation energies are as small as a

few kilocalories per mole, accurate heats of formation (or heats of reaction) are

essential to the discussion of the stability of a species. Through the evaluation

of experimental data, the heat of formation of a species can be determined

from observations on many related species. A recent implementation of this

concept, the Active Thermochemical Tables [ATcT] approach,53,54 which uti-

lizes selected experimental and theoretical data, has succeeded in substantially

improving the quality of thermodynamic values for many species. Relation-
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ships between available data are monitored while solving for values of interest

and determining a reliable uncertainty. However, for short-lived, exotic species

that have only been detected under certain conditions (or have not yet been

observed) there is less (or no) data on which to base experimental values

without theoretical predictions. Theoretical predictions also can provide con-

sistency checks to experimental determinations in addition to estimates where

no experimental data is available.a Thermochemical models have been devel-

oped to describe procedures by which heats of formation can be determined

through the application of quantum-chemical methods.58–63 These models vary

in accuracy and reliance on empirical corrections.

2.1.2 Coupled Cluster Theory

Of the various thermochemical models developed, those that attempt

to attain sub-kilojoule per mole (less than a quarter of a kcal mol−1) accuracy

use coupled-cluster methods for the calculation of electronic energies.61–64 In

this approach, an exponential operator is applied to a reference, usually single-

determinate Hartree-Fock, wavefunction [Φ0] to generate the coupled cluster

wavefunction [ΨCC ].65,66

ΨCC = eT̂ Φ0

= (1 + T̂ + 1
2
T̂ 2 + 1

3!
T̂ 3 + · · · )Φ0 (2.1)

aTheoretical thermochemistry has played a role in the examination of such species as
OH,55 HO2,

54,56 and C57 where experimental data is available but contradictory or error
bars are larger than required. The work presented below focuses on weakly bound molecules
where experimental observation has been limited.
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where the cluster operator, T̂ , is defined as a series of terms

T̂ = T̂1 + T̂2 + T̂3 + · · · (2.2)

that promote one, two, three or more electrons from occupied orbitals [φi, φj,

φk. . . ] of the reference function [Φ0 = {φiφjφk. . . }] to unoccupied, or virtual,

orbitals [φa, φb, φc. . . ] as follows

T̂1Φ0 =
∑

i
a

tai Φ
a
i (2.3a)

T̂2Φ0 =
∑

i>j

a>b

tab
ij Φab

ij (2.3b)

T̂3Φ0 =
∑

i>j>k

a>b>c

tabc
ijkΦ

abc
ijk (2.3c)

These single (equation 2.3a), double (equation 2.3b), triple (equation 2.3c),

etc. excitations make possible the calculation of corrections, due to electron

correlation, to the electronic energy obtained through the self-consistent field

[SCF] approach in which an electron interacts with the average field generated

by its peers.66 The magnitude of the coupled cluster amplitudes [tai , t
ab
ij , tabc

ijk . . . ]

associated with the T̂1, T̂2, T̂3. . . operators indicates the importance of the

associated excitation to the wavefunction of the system.

To obtain information from the coupled cluster wavefunction, ΨCC =

eT̂ Φ0 is inserted into the Schrödinger equation, which is then multiplied on the
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left by the reference function to obtain and expression for the energy.67

Ĥ|Ψ〉 = E|Ψ〉 (2.4a)

ĤeT̂ |Φ0〉 = EeT̂ |Φ0〉 (2.4b)

〈Φ0|Ĥe
T̂ |Φ0〉 = E〈Φ0|e

T̂ |Φ0〉 (2.4c)

If the Schrödinger equation is instead projected onto an excited wavefunction,

such as those of equations 2.3a-2.3c, an equation for the corresponding coupled

cluster amplitude is obtained.

〈Φab...
ij... |Ĥe

T̂ |Φab...
ij... 〉 = E〈Φab...

ij... |e
T̂ |Φab...

ij... 〉 (2.5)

Multiplying by e−T̂ prior to multiplication by the reference or excited wave-

function yields equations which can separately be solved for the energy and

amplitudes (rather than dealing with the energy dependence of equation 2.5).

〈Φ0|e
−T̂ ĤeT̂ |Φ0〉 = E〈Φ0|e

−T̂ eT̂ |Φ0〉 = E (2.6a)

〈Φab...
ij... |e

−T̂ ĤeT̂ |Φ0〉 = E〈Φab...
ij... |e

−T̂ eT̂ |Φ0〉 = 0 (2.6b)

The coupled cluster energy as given by equation 2.6a is not variational, but

equations 2.6a and 2.6b can more readily be solved for E and all possible tai ,

tab
ij , etc.

The exponential form of the operator,b and the expansion demonstrated

in equation 2.1, ensures that higher order excitations are included when the

bHere eT̂ also ensures size-consistency, i.e. that calculated properties are “additive for
noninteracting systems.”68
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cluster operator of equation 2.2 is truncated.69 Use of the first two terms

from equation 2.2, which generate single and double excitations from the ref-

erence wavefunction, leads to the coupled cluster singles and doubles method

[CCSD].70 When the T̂1 + T̂2 operator is applied to the reference function and

expanded as shown in equation 2.7, higher excitations are generated as well.

ΨCCSD = (1 + (T̂1 + T̂2) + 1
2
(T̂1 + T̂2)

2 + · · · )Φ0

= Φ0 +
∑

i
a

tai Φ
a
i +

∑

i>j

a>b

tab
ij Φab

ij

+ 1
2

∑

i>j

a>b

tai t
b
jΦ

ab
ij +

∑

i>j>k

a>b>c

tai t
bc
jkΦ

abc
ijk + 1

2

∑

i>j>k>l

a>b>c>d

tab
ij t

cd
klΦ

abcd
ijkl + · · · (2.7)

Here the higher excitations are the triple and quadruple excitations for the

final two terms shown.c

A correction that estimates the effect of the T̂3 term can be made

by approximating the triples contributions according to perturbation theory

and determining the relevant tabc
ijk coefficients from the converged tab

ij and tai

coefficients.66 Use of this correction following application of the CCSD method

yields the standard CCSD(T) method.71 Calculations to account for additional

correlation may be carried out, but contributions beyond those of the T̂4 term

are typically smalld when the goal is accuracy of 1 kJ mol−1.72,73

cThese are considered disconnected triples and quadruples. Connected triples are those
of equation 2.3c.

dAmong the exceptions are cases where nondynamical correlation is large. HOOO may
be such a case and this topic will be discussed further in Section 2.4.2.
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2.1.3 Basis Sets

Along with a series of increasingly accurate, and increasingly demand-

ing, coupled-cluster methods, a series of basis sets are employed by high-level

thermochemical models. Using a large number of basis functions to describe

the reference wavefunction allows for increased flexibility, but also complex-

ity, in the calculation of the energy. Since the use of an infinite basis set is

impossible, energies calculated with a series of basis sets are extrapolated to

approximate the infinite basis set limit.69

Prior to the basis set extrapolation described below, Almlöf and Taylor

used atomic natural orbitals [ANO]74 to select basis functions that contributed

significantly to the description of the wavefunction to minimize the effect of ba-

sis truncation. Basis sets may be constructed from contracted functions which

are linear combinations of Gaussian functions, or primitives. These primitives

are defined by the exponent of the Gaussian and multiplied by an expansion

coefficient.75 Using a large number of primitives and the configuration inter-

action method for atomic wavefunctions, Almlöf and Taylor determined the

expansion coefficients for the natural orbitals.76 These coefficients were used

as in constructing the contracted functions. Orbital occupation numbers de-

termined which functions would be excluded to obtain a basis set of reasonable

size. This resulted in basis sets for which calculated atomic correlation energies

did not differ significantly from those obtained with large uncontracted sets of

Gaussians. As only the valence electrons were correlated in the optimization of

the coefficients, these basis sets were not designed for core correlation.74 The
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[4s3p2d1f/4s2p1d] contraction of the ANO basis set has been labelled ANO1.77

Building on the work of Almlöf and Taylor and others in designing

basis sets for correlated wavefunctions, Dunning and co-workers constructed

a series of correlation-consistent basis sets.78 Each basis set in the series has

additional functions chosen so that the correlation energy computed with each

set increases systematically. This allows for the fitting of a model to the calcu-

lated energies for extrapolation to the basis set limit. The Hartree-Fock self-

consistent field [HF-SCF] energies calculated with the correlation-consistent

polarized valence sets [cc-pVXZ, X = D,T,Q,5. . . ]78,79 can be fit to the follow-

ing three-parameter exponential model80,81

EX
HF = E∞

HF + ae−bX (2.8)

where E∞
HF is the (estimated) HF-SCF energy at the basis set limit, EX

HF is

the HF-SCF energy calculated with the cc-pCVXZ basis set, X is 2, 3, 4. . . for

X = D, T, Q. . . while a and b are additional parameters to be fit. Using this

model, the HF-SCF energy at the basis set limit can be predicted from energies

calculated with three basis sets from the series of correlation-consistent basis

sets.

The correlation energy is not well described by an exponential model.

Instead a two-parameter inverse power equation is used81

∆EX
corr = ∆E∞

corr +
a

X3
(2.9)

here E∞
corr is the (estimated) value determined for the correlation energy at the

basis set limit, EX
corr is the correlation energy calculated with the cc-pCVXZ
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basis set and a is a parameter to be fit. While the requirements for the validity

of this extrapolation are often not fullfilled,e the results obtained are typically

good64 though some refinement is possible73. Diffuse functions or functions

for the proper treatment of core electron correlation may be added to the cc-

pVXZ series to obtain the aug-cc-pVXZ series82 and the cc-pCVXZ series,78

respectively, or when both are included the aug-cc-pCVXZ series.

2.1.4 Other Factors

Accurate treatment of the electron correlation and the completeness of

the basis set are not the only factors that must be considered when calculating

atomic or molecular energies for comparison to experimental observables. The

zero-point vibrational energy of molecules can have a considerable effect on

relative energies of the species. Other, more minor factors that are relevant

at the kJ mol−1 level are: spin-orbit interaction, other relativistic effects and

failings of Born-Oppenheimer approximation.64,72 The nonrelativistic Hamil-

tonian does not account for the splitting of states due to coupling of spin

and orbital angular momentum. By calculating the energy of a molecule with

a Hamiltonian that includes this coupling and comparing to a state-averaged

nonrelativistic value, the lowering of the ground state energy of a molecule due

to spin-orbit coupling can be obtained.64 The effect of the relativistic electron

mass on the electronic kinetic energy and on nuclear attraction, through the

eAs noted in ref. 64, these systems are not spherically symmetric, nor, for example, is
the aug-cc-pCVTZ basis set saturated with f functions.
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effect on the effective radius,83 can (for first- and second-row elements) largely

be accounted for by the mass-velocity and one-electron Darwin terms, respec-

tively.84

Within the Born-Oppenheimer, approximation we fix the nuclei of a

molecule and determine the electronic energy. By examining how the electronic

energy changes with varying internuclear distances, we may construct potential

energy surfaces (see chapter 3). From these surfaces the energy of the zero-

point vibrational motion of a molecule can be determined. This potential

energy surface description can break down when nuclear and electronic motion

cannot be separated. This failing of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation

will not be considered here. However, the finite nuclear mass (rather than

an infinite nuclear mass associated with the fixed-nuclei, Born-Oppenheimer

approach) can have an effect on the nuclear kinetic energy even for systems

with electronic states that are well-described by separable potential energy

surfaces. The diagonal Born-Oppenheimer correction [DBOC] takes this effect

into account without disrupting the potential energy surface description. Use

of a correlated electronic wavefunction in the calculation of the correction is

possible, but not generally necessary.68,85f The specific treatment of each of the

components to the total molecular energy discussed in this section as applied

to the systems of interest, HOONO and HOOO, will be described in sections

2.2.1 and 2.2.2.

fThe effect on the calculated DBOC correction due to use of correlated wavefunctions,
was investigate for one of the systems here but was not found to be significant.
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2.2 Methods

The goal of this work was the prediction of the thermodynamic stability

of several molecules relative to fragmentation. The dissociation energy, D0, of

each species was computed directly from the molecular energies of the species

of interest and its fragments according to the following equations. Each con-

tribution in (2.10) is calculated from the energies of fragments A and B and

the bound product AB according to (2.11)

D0 = Ea + Eb + Ec + · · · (2.10)

Ex = Ex(A) + Ex(B) − Ex(AB) (2.11)

The contributions in equation 2.10, which are summed to determine D0, are

described below.

2.2.1 HOONO

A procedure similar to the HEAT (high accuracy ab initio thermochem-

istry) protocol64 was used to calculate dissociation energies for two isomers of

the HOONO molecule (see table 2.1g for a summary of the HEAT protocol and

the differences in the approach as applied to the HNO3 system). Geometriesh

were optimized at the CCSD(T) level employing a restricted Hartree-Fock

[RHF] reference wavefunction. For the open-shell dissociation fragments an

gTables are collected at the end of the chapter.
hMolecular geometries are compiled in appendix A.
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unrestricted Hartree-Fock [UHF] reference wavefunction was employed. The

cc-pVQZ basis set was used and all electrons were correlated. The largest

contributions to the electronic energy are the (restricted or unrestricted) HF-

SCF energy and the CCSD(T) correlation energy. The HF-SCF energy at

the basis set limit [E∞
HF] was determined according to equation 2.8 from en-

ergies calculated with the aug-cc-pCVXZ [X = T,Q,5] basis sets. Using the

CCSD(T) correlation energy calculated with the aug-cc-pCVXZ [X = Q,5]

basis sets and equation 2.9, the extrapolated CCSD(T) correlation energy

[∆E∞
CCSD(T)] was determined. To correct for deficiencies in the perturbative

treatment of triple excitations, the difference in the extrapolated correlation

energy at the coupled cluster singles, doubles and triples level [CCSDT],86–88

and the extrapolated CCSD(T) correlation energy was included, ∆ECCSDT.

The two-parameter model of equation 2.9 was used in the extrapolations re-

quired for the CCSDT correction, but due to the computational demand of

the full triples calculations, the smaller cc-pVXZ [X = D,T] basis sets were

used. The final correlation contribution included here was the difference in the

coupled cluster singles, doubles and triples energy with a perturbative treat-

ment of quadruple excitations [CCSDT(Q)]89,90 and the CCSDT energy, both

calculated with the cc-pVDZ basis set, ∆ECCSDT(Q). Core correlation effects

were not included in the CCSDT or CCSDT(Q) corrections.

The first-order correction due to spin-orbit interaction [∆ESO] consid-

ered here will only be nonzero for species with with singly-occupied degenerate

orbitals, i.e. the fragments excluding NO2 and HO2. These values were taken
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from the HEAT data set64 where a spin-orbit configuration interaction [CI]

procedure was used in conjuction with a cc-pVDZ basis set and relativistic ef-

fective core potentials [RECP].91 The scalar relativistic correction [∆Erel] was

calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pCVTZ level from the one-particle density

matrix and the mass-velocity and one-electron Darwin terms. A RHF elec-

tronic wavefunction calculated with the aug-cc-pVTZ82 basis set was used to

determine the DBOC correction [∆EDBOC]. For the open-shell systems, the

restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock [ROHF] wavefunction was used.64

To calculate the zero-point energy correction [∆EZPE], geometry opti-

mizations and second-order vibrational perturbation theory [VPT2] calcula-

tions (see chapter 3) were carried out at the CCSD(T) level with the ANO1

basis set and the frozen core approximation [(fc)], which excludes core electrons

from the correlation treatment. The constant G0 term from the expression for

the vibrational energy levels was included in the calculation of the zero-point

energy.64

With the above descriptions of the included contributions, the equation

for D0 (2.10) becomes

D0 = E∞
HF + ∆E∞

CCSD(T) + ∆ECCSDT + ∆ECCSDT(Q)

+ ∆ESO + ∆Erel + ∆EDBOC + ∆EZPE (2.12)
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2.2.2 HOOO

Geometry optimizations,i anharmonic force field calculations and the

remaining calculations for the determination of the HOOO dissociation en-

ergy were carried out as described in section 2.2.1 with the exceptions of the

∆ECCSDT and ∆ECCSDT(Q) contributions and the type reference wavefunction

used (see table 2.1 for a summary of the HEAT protocol and the differences in

the approach as applied to the HO3 and HNO3 systems). For all but the force

field calculations, a UHF reference function was employed for the open-shell

HOOO species and dissociation fragments. An ROHF reference wavefunction

was used to avoid issues of spin-contamination92 in calculating the anharmonic

frequenciesj required to determine the zero-point correction. In determining

∆ECCSDT, the larger pVXZ [X = T,Q] basis sets were used. For ∆ECCSDT(Q),

the pVTZ basis set was used.k

The cfour
95 program package was used in all calculations except those

to determine ∆ESO; for those at the CCSDT(Q) level the mrcc
96 package was

also used.

iMolecular geometries are compiled in chapter 4.
jAnharmonic force fields were determined for trans and cis-HOOO with both UHF and

ROHF wavefunctions. For trans the results were nearly indistinguishable. For cis, spin-
contamination had a large effect on the resulting frequencies of some modes.

kDouble zeta basis sets seem to be insufficient for this system (see refs. 93, 94 and
chapter 4).
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 HOONO

The contributions to dissociation energies calculated for trans,perp and

cis,cis-HOONO are compiled in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.l Energies of dissociation

to OH and NO2 are compared to experimentally determined values in Table

2.2; nitric acid is included for comparison. The predicted binding energies of

the HOONO isomers; 15.9 kcal mol−1 for trans,perp and 19.2 kcal mol−1 for

cis,cis; are less than half that of nitric acid, 47.7 kcal mol−1. The internal

hydrogen bond of the cis,cis isomer of HOONO stabilizes it by 3.3 kcal mol−1

relative to the trans,perp isomer. All predicted values for dissociation of HNO3

to OH and NO2 are within 1 kcal mol−1of the experimental values.

Results for dissociation of HOONO to HO2 and NO are presented in

Table 2.3. The central NO bond is approximately 7 kcal mol−1 stronger than

the OO bond, the weakest bond in the HOONO molecule. D0 for the central

NO bond has not been measured directly, but the experimental stabilities of

HOONO relative to OH and NO2 presented in Table 2.2 can be combined with

the experimental heats of formation of NO, HO2, OH and NO2 to determine

the experimental stabilities HOONO relative to HO2 and NO as follows

DHO2+NO
0 (HOONO) = ∆H◦

f,0K(HO2) + ∆H◦
f,0K(NO)

− ∆H◦
f,0K(OH) − ∆H◦

f,0K(NO2)

+DOH+NO2

0 (HOONO) (2.13)

lTables are collected at the end of the chapter.
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These experimental predictions are presented in Table 2.3 with the calculated

results.

2.3.2 HOOO

The calculated dissociation energy of the trans-HOOO radical is pre-

sented in Table 2.4, along with the corresponding values for cis-HOOO and the

FOO radical for comparison. This theoretical value of 2.5 kcal mol−1 for the

central OO bond energy of trans-HOOO is approximately 3 kcal mol−1 below

the upper bound to the dissociation energy determined in the infrared action

experiment, 5.31 kcal mol−1.42 However, the predicted value is in good agree-

ment with the value for D0 derived from a very recent kinetics experiment:

2.96 kcal mol−1.97

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 HOONO

HOONO is larger than the typical system studied at the sub-kilojoule

per mole (≈ 0.24 kcal mol−1) level. The largest species in the original HEAT

test set had three heavy atoms (and one less hydrogen atom than HOONO).

Due to the computational cost of certain methods in the HEAT protocol, some

adjustments were necessitated when the model was applied to a system with

four heavy atoms such as HOONO. The first deviation was in the size of the

basis sets used to calculate the first correction to account for high-level corre-

lation: the ∆ECCSDT contribution. The double and triple zeta basis sets were
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used to extrapolate the CCSDT, and the required associated CCSD(T), corre-

lation energy rather than the larger prescribed triple and quadruple zeta basis

sets. This change is solely due to the computational cost of the CCSDT/cc-

pVQZ calculation for the trans,perp isomer of HOONO. The use of the smaller

basis sets is not expected to have a large effect on the dissociation energies

for this system. The ∆ECCSDT contribution was calculated with the HEAT

mandated triple and quadruple zeta basis sets for cis,cis-HOONO, which has a

plane of symmetry that reduces the cost of the CCSDT/cc-pVQZ calculation.

The effect on the final D0 was negligible, 0.03 kcal mol−1 for dissociation to

OH and NO2, -0.04 kcal mol−1 for dissociation to HO2 and NO. Therefore, the

use of the cheaper ∆ECCSDT correction is justified and without significant loss

of accuracy.

The other deviation from the HEAT protocol was in the basis set used

to calculate the anharmonic force field for the determination of the ∆EZPE

contribution. Computational cost was a factor, but use of the called-for cc-

pVQZ basis set would have been feasible had it been necessary. However, our

previous work on the prediction of the vibrational energies of the HOONO

isomers and nitric acid has shown that the smaller triple zeta atomic natural

orbital basis set of Almlöf and Taylor (ANO1)74 generally yields very good

results for the vibrational energies of this system,20,98–100 and therefore should

also reproduce the zero-point energy accurately.

If the intended (and demonstrated for the chosen test set, see ref. 64)

accuracy of the HEAT model (± 0.24 kcal mol−1) is assumed when applied
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to HOONO, then the experimental and theoretical uncertainties overlap for

the oxygen-oxygen bond energies (in dissociation to OH and NO2). The error

relative to experimental values for the theoretical nitrogen-oxygen HOONO

bond energies (in dissociation to HO2 + NO) is 0.1 kcal mol−1 greater than

the error in the oxygen-oxygen HOONO bond energies. An examination of the

∆ECCSDT and ∆ECCSDT(Q) contributions to the HOONO dissociation energies

in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 suggests that inadequate treatment of high-level correla-

tion may be the cause of the increased error in the HOONO nitrogen-oxygen

bond energies. In Table 2.2, the ∆ECCSDT and ∆ECCSDT(Q) contributions to

the oxygen-oxygen bond energies are of similar magnitude and opposite sign,

with the magnitude of the quadruples correction slightly smaller than the mag-

nitude of the triples correction. In Table 2.3, the ∆ECCSDT and ∆ECCSDT(Q)

corrections to the nitrogen-oxygen bond energies are also of similar magni-

tude and opposite sign, however the magnitude of the quadruples correction

is slightly larger than that of the triples correction. The similar magnitudes

of the triples and quadruples corrections indicate that a pentuples correction

may be significant. The increased contribution from the high-level correction,

∆ECCSDT(Q), relative to the ∆ECCSDT correction suggests that this possible

effect may be greater for the nitrogen-oxygen bond energies.

The agreement between the experimental and theoretical dissociation

energies for nitric acid is similar to the HOONO results. When studying an

exotic species such as HOONO, a very throughly studied isomer such as nitric
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acidm provides a tempting molecule for calibration of the theoretical methods.

However, it is difficult to make a strict comparison of D0 for HONO2 → OH

+ NO2 to either D0 for HOONO → OH + NO2 or D0 for HOONO → HO2

+ NO. In the former case, the discrepancy is in the nature of the bond that

is broken, an oxygen-nitrogen bond vs. an oxygen-oxygen bond. And in

the latter the dissociation products differ, OH + NO2 vs. HO2 + NO. The

much smaller magnitude of the ∆ECCSDT(Q) contribution to the nitric acid

dissociation energy relative to the ∆ECCSDT contribution does indicate that the

theoretical value is essentially converged in terms of high-level correlation. In

this respect the nitric acid dissociation energy may not be strictly comparable

to either the nitrogen-oxygen or oxygen-oxygen bond energies of HOONO.

One might wonder why the additional corrections are necessary when,

in the case of HOONO, the E∞
HF, ∆E∞

CCSD(T) and ∆EZPE contributions alone

produce aD0 which agrees with the experimental value.104n It was shown above

that the additional corrections can indicate when the theoretical methods have

likely converged, as in the case of the HONO2 dissociation energy, and when the

mMany studies have examined various aspects of the photodissociation of nitric acid
to OH and NO2, but the often cited dissociation energy101 is dependent on the heat of
formation of nitric acid102 and the heats of formation of the fragments.102,103 Revised heats
of formation are available for OH and NO2.

54 In the calculation of relative energies, it can
be risky to replace the heats of formation for some, but not all, interrelated species.102

However, as the heat of formation for OH used in ref. 101 was from a different data set103

than that used for the nitrogen-containing species,102 it may be safe to use the revised value
for ∆H◦

f,0K(OH) in calculating D
exp
0 (HONO2). It is interesting to note that this calculation

of D
exp
0 (HONO2) best agrees with the theoretical prediction, see the final entry for HONO2

in Table 2.2.
nRef. 104 also included a correction for the scalar relativistic effects.
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results might be improved through the application of higher levels of theory, as

in the case of the HOONO dissociation energy. And, in the following section, it

will be shown that these contributions can become important. It is necessary

to demonstrate the unimportance of further corrections lest the agreement

with experiment be coincidental.

2.4.2 HOOO

The loss of electrons with the loss of a nitrogen atom in moving from

the HOONO system to the HOOO system, as well as the plane of symmetry

present in both trans and cis isomers, allows for the use of larger basis sets

in the calculation of the high-level correlation contributions: ∆ECCSDT and

∆ECCSDT(Q). The long, very weak central oxygen-oxygen bond of HOOO

requires a more thorough description of the electron correlation than the

HOONO system. The use of a basis set beyond the smaller cc-pVDZ basis

set allows for more flexibility in that description.94 The calculation of the

HOOO energy only differed from the HEAT model in the use of the larger

cc-pVTZ basis set in the determination the ∆ECCSDT(Q) contribution and in

the use of an ANO basis set for the zero-point correction. Comparison of ex-

perimental vibrational energies and those calculated at the CCSD(T)/ANO1

level of theory are not as encouraging as the HOONO results, but the fault

does not seem to lie in the choice of basis set (see chapter 3). The effects of

the vibrational problem on the theoretical dissociation energy of HOOO will

be discussed near the end of this section.
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Previous theoretical studies of the HOOO system have occasionally

found the cis conformation to be the most stable species rather than the

trans.33,105,106 However, cis-HOOO has not yet been observedo while trans-

HOOO has been detected under jet-cooled conditions in infrared action41,107,108

and Fourier-transform microwave40 spectroscopy experiments. In this work,

it is the inclusion of the correction to account for quadruple excitations that

reverses the relatives stabilities of the conformers, with the equilibrium ge-

ometry of trans-HOOO becoming the global minimum on the HO3 potential

energy surface. In other recent theoretical studies that have found the trans

isomer to be the minimum energy structure, multi-reference methods were

used.28,40,p The multi-reference methods better accounted for nondynamical

electron correlation. The single-reference methods used in refs. 33,105,106

were insufficient as these methods did not account for high-level correlation

beyond a perturbative treatment of triple excitations. The following discussion

of HOOO dissociation will focus on the trans isomer as it is the most stable

conformer and the only observed species.

The theoretical dissociation energy of the trans-HOOO radical pre-

sented in Table 2.4, D0 = 2.5 kcal mol−1, is approximately 3 kcal mol−1 be-

low the value inferred from the infrared action experiment, Dexp
0 = 5.31 kcal

mol−1.42 Such disagreement is unexpected as the experimental approach and

oBroad features in the infrared action spectra of HOOO have been assigned to cis-
HOOO,41 but due to the lack of rotational structure this assignment cannot be confirmed.

pAnother recent study finding trans-HOOO to be the global minimum fit an analytic
potential surface to energies determined using a hybrid density functional.44
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the theoretical methods are very similar to those applied to the dissociation of

HOONO and the agreement of the two determinations was demonstrated in

the previous section. However, there are a few challenging aspects associated

the HOOO system which should be addressed.

The first issue is the presumed multi-reference character and the pro-

posed inability of single-reference methods to properly treat the HOOO radical.

The second, related issue is the rather large contribution of the quadruple exci-

tations to the calculated bond energy of trans-HOOO, ∆ECCSDT(Q) = 1.39 kcal

mol−1.q To address these potential problems, our thermochemical model was

also applied to the isoelectronic radical FOO, which would presumably present

similar difficulties concerning the electronic structure. The contribution of per-

turbative triples to the total atomization energy, %TAE[(T)], and the largest

T2 amplitude have proven useful as diagnostics of the multi-reference char-

acter of, or the effect of nondynamical correlation on, a species.109 The high

%TAE[(T)] values for trans-HOOO and FOO, 8% and 16% respectively, as

well as the largest T2 amplitudes, 0.06 and 0.16, suggest that these systems

must be treated with care and highly correlated methods. While FOO appears

to be the more troublesome of the two radicals with a %TAE[(T)] twice that

of trans-HOOO, as well as the larger T2 amplitude, the calculated energy for

qThe perturbative treatment of quadruple excitations tends to overestimate the quadru-
ples contribution to calculated energies. To estimate the effect of a full treatment of quadru-
ple excitations, the difference the in the CCSDTQ and CCSDT(Q) frozen core energies cal-
culated with the cc-pVDZ basis set was added to the quadruples correction calculated with
CCSDT(Q) and the cc-pVTZ basis set. The resulting bond energies are D0(trans-HOOO)
= 2.13 kcal mol−1 and D0(FOO) = 12.0 kcal mol−1.
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dissociation to F + O2 is in quite good agreement with the experimental value

(see Table 2.4 and ref. 110). This would seem to indicate that our treatment

of correlation is sufficient for these systems. In a study of hydrogen polyox-

ides, Denis and Ornellas45 dealt with the issue of higher-order correlation in

trans-HOOO through the use of an isodesmic reaction,r which tends to cancel

such effects56. Based on their calculated heat of formation for trans-HOOO,

∆H◦
f,298K = 5.46 kcal mol−1,s the radical is approximately 3 kcal mol−1 less

stable than indicated by the value derived from experimental data, ∆H◦
f,298K

≥ 2.51 kcal mol−1, a disagreement between theory and experiment which is

comparable to that seen here.

Another issue encountered in the HOOO system (alluded to above) is

one not seen in the triatomic FOO system. It has been noted in chapter 3 and

ref. 94 that, due to a very low frequency torsional mode, second-order vibra-

tional perturbation theory, VPT2,111 may not be appropriate for the prediction

of fundamental vibrational modes for the HOOO radical. As VPT2 was used

in the current calculation of zero-point energies, the ∆EZPE contribution is a

possible source of error in the determination of the dissociation energy, but it

is not expected to be large enough to explain the difference between theory and

experiment. Fundamental vibrational frequencies for trans-HOOO have been

inferred from observed combination bands.108 These vibrational energies,t νi,

rA reaction in which bond types are preserved, e.g. HOO + FOO → HOOO + FO.
sCombined with ∆H◦

f,298K(OH) = 8.93 kcal mol−1of ref. 54, this corresponds to a bond

energy of of 3.47 kcal mol−1at 298 K compared to an estimated experimental bond energy
of 6.42 kcal mol−1at 298 K.

tA combination band involving the terminal OO stretch, ν2, was not observed so the
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and those of the OH and O2 fragmentsu were used with the harmonic formula,

EZPE = 1
2

∑

νi, to estimate the zero-point correction to the dissociation en-

ergy yielding ∆EZPE = −2.33 kcal mol−1. The difference between this and

our VPT2 determination of the same correction, ∆EZPE = −2.74 kcal mol−1,

allows us to predict the error in our calculated D0 introduced by the use of

VPT2 zero-point energies — the result is less than 0.5 kcal mol−1. The ef-

fects due to this error in the zero-point vibrational energy as well as residual

correlation (discussed above) may not be negligible, but they cannot account

for the nearly 3 kcal mol−1 discrepancy currently seen when comparing the

theoretical determination of the bond energy for trans-HOOO and the value

inferred from the infrared action experiment. The experimental determina-

tions of the binding energies of HOOO, as well as HOONO, will be discussed

below.

2.4.3 Experimental Determinations

There are two experimentally determined values for the dissociation

energy of trans,perp-HOONO presented in Table 2.2. Both values are de-

rived from the same experiment through two different methods of analysis. In

the infrared action spectroscopy experiments, an OH fundamental or overtone

stretch is excited. The energy of the vibrational excitation is sufficient to break

the weak oxygen-oxygen bond in HOONO or HOOO. Following dissociation,

theoretical value of 1331 cm−1 was used for ν2.
uValues of 3568 cm−1 and 1556 cm−1 were used for the vibrational energies of the OH

and O2 fragments respectively.
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the populations of the rotational energy levels of the OH fragment are deter-

mined through laser-induced fluorescence. With knowledge of the the initial

excitation energy and the maximum rotational energy of the OH fragment, an

upper bound to the oxygen-oxygen bond energy can be determined through a

straightforward consideration of energy conservation.v Or, the populations of

the OH rotational levels may be used in conjuction with a statistical model

to estimate the bond energy.98,107 In the case of trans,perp-HOONO, these

two analyses agree very well. The statistical model yielded Dexp
0 (tp-HOONO)

= 16.2 ± 0.1 kcal mol−1. The upper bound from the energy balance equation

and the maximum OH rotational energy is 16.1 kcal mol−1.98 These values

also agreed well with our theoretical determination.

Statistical analysis of the populated OH rotational levels following dis-

sociation of trans-HOOO due to excitation of the OH fundamental stretch indi-

cated that the bond energy is 7.20 ± 0.11 kcal mol−1.107 A value of 6.76 ± 0.16

kcal mol−1 was obtained for dissociation due to excitation of the OH overtone.

These contradictory values also are inconsistent with the upper bound,Dexp
0 (tr-

HOOO) ≤ 6.12 kcal mol−1, determined from the energy balance equation and

the maximum observed rotational energy of the OH fragment following disso-

ciation due to excitation of the OH overtone. The experiment was repeated

with the deuterated species yielding Dexp
0 (tr-DOOO) ≤ 5.31 kcal mol−1.42 The

dissociation energies of trans-HOOO and DOOO differ only in the effect of the

zero-point energies, with the dissociation energy of DOOO likely being the

vSee refs. 98,107 for the full energy balance equation.
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larger to the two values. The smaller rotational energies of the OD fragment

provide a more precise measurement of the excess energy following dissocia-

tion. Based on the trans-DOOO dissociation energy, the trans-HOOO value

was revised: Dexp
0 (tr-HOOO) ≤ 5.3 kcal mol−1.46 In a recent study of the OH

+ O2 reaction at low temperatures, equilibrium constants for the process were

determined and Dexp
0 was extracted. The new value is Dexp

0 = 2.96 ± 0.07 kcal

mol−1.97 Discussion of the dissociation energy of trans-HOOO will continue

in chapter 4, but first, chapter 3 contains an examination of the anharmonic

force fields of HOOO and HOONO.
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Table 2.1: The HEAT thermochemical model and the differences in the
approaches used for the HNO3 and HO3 systems.

HEATa HNO3 HO3

geometry CCSD(T)b ✓ ✓

cc-pVQZ ✓ ✓

E∞
HF HF-SCF ✓ ✓

aug-cc-pCVXZ [X = T,Q,5] ✓ ✓

∆E∞
CCSD(T) CCSD(T) - HF-SCF ✓ ✓

aug-cc-pCVXZ [X = Q,5] ✓ ✓

∆ECCSDT CCSDT (fc) - CCSD(T) (fc)c ✓ ✓

cc-pVXZ [X = T,Q] ✦ ✓

∆ECCSDT(Q) CCSDTQ (fc) - CCSDT (fc) ★ ★

cc-pVDZ ✓ ✶

∆ESO CI ✓ ✓

cc-pVDZ with RECP ✓ ✓

∆Erel CCSD(T) ✓ ✓

aug-cc-pCVTZ ✓ ✓

∆EDBOC HF-SCF ✓ ✓

aug-cc-pVTZ ✓ ✓

∆ESO CI ✓ ✓

cc-pVDZ ✓ ✓

∆EZPE CCSD(T) ✽ ✽

cc-pVQZ ✢ ✢
aA more complete description of the methods and basis sets can be found section 2.2.1. bAll
electrons correlated. cCore electrons excluded from correlation treatment. ✓ Same as HEAT.

✦ cc-pVXZ [X = D,T] ★ CCSDT(Q) (fc) - CCSDT (fc) ✶ cc-pVTZ ✽ CCSD(T) (fc) ✢ ANO1
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Table 2.2: Contributions to D0 for dissociation of HOONO (both trans,perp

and cis,cis isomers) and HONO2 to OH + NO2.

tp-HOONOa cc-HOONOa HONO2
a

E∞
HF -17.09 -17.02 18.23

∆E∞
CCSD(T) 36.70 40.20 35.84

∆ECCSDT -0.36 -0.47 -0.68
∆ECCSDT(Q) 0.22 0.43 0.01

∆Erel 0.06 0.06 -0.20
∆EDBOC 0.07 0.08 0.10
∆ESO

b -0.19 -0.19 -0.19
∆EZPE -3.55 -3.92 -5.77
D0 15.9 19.2 47.3
D

exp
0 16.2c 19.9d 47.8e

D
exp
0 ≤16.1f 47.6g

D
exp
0 47.4h

aAll energies are in kcal mol−1. bValue for OH from Ref. 64. cRef. 98: error bar ± 0.1 kcal mol−1.

dRef. 112: error bar ± 0.5 kcal mol−1. eRef. 101. f Ref. 98. gRef. 102: ∆H◦

f,0K
(HONO2); Ref.

54: ∆H◦

f,0K
(OH) and ∆H◦

f,0K
(NO2). hRef. 102: ∆H◦

f,0K
(HONO2) and ∆H◦

f,0K
(NO2); Ref. 54:

∆H◦

f,0K
(OH).

Table 2.3: Contributions to D0 for dissociation of HOONO (both trans,perp

and cis,cis isomers) to HO2 + NO.

tp-HOONOa cc-HOONOa

E∞
HF -19.25 -19.18

∆E∞
CCSD(T) 45.42 48.92

∆ECCSDT -0.71 -0.82
∆ECCSDT(Q) 0.79 1.00

∆Erel -0.03 -0.04
∆EDBOC 0.06 0.08
∆ESO

b -0.17 -0.17
∆EZPE -2.75 -3.12
D0 23.4 26.7
D

exp
0 23.8c,d 27.5c,e

aAll energies are in kcal mol−1. bValue for NO from ref. 64. cRef. 54: ∆H◦

f,0K
for HO2, NO,

OH and NO2. dRef. 98: Dexp
0

(tp-HOONO); eRef. 112: Dexp
0

(cc-HOONO).
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Table 2.4: Contributions to D0 for dissociation of HOOO (both trans and
cis isomers) to OH + O2, as well as dissociation of FOO to F + O2.

trans-HOOOa cis-HOOOa,b FOOa

E∞
HF -50.75 -48.13 -62.05

∆E∞
CCSD(T) 54.39 51.94 73.54

∆ECCSDT 0.34 0.27 0.37
∆ECCSDT(Q) 1.39 1.14 2.13

∆Erel -0.01 -0.01 0.00
∆EDBOC

c 0.03 0.04 -0.03
∆ESO

d -0.19 -0.19 -0.37
∆EZPE -2.74 -3.00 -1.30
D0 2.47 2.06 12.3
D

exp
0 ≤5.31e 11.9f

D
exp
0 2.96g

aAll energies are in kcal mol−1. bNo Dexp
0

available. cValues for O2, OH and F from ref. 64.

dDBOC corrections were calculated at the CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ level but did not have a significant

effect for these systems. eRef. 42. fRef. 110: error bar ± 0.24 kcal mol−1. gRef. 97: error bar

± 0.07 kcal mol−1.
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Chapter 3

Spectroscopic Features and Constants

The vibrational energy levels of HOONO and HOOO were calculated to

aid the identification of the species. Vibrational corrections to the rotational

constants were calculated to aid the determination of the molecular structure.

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Spectroscopy of HOONO and HOOO

The vibrational spectroscopy techniques of matrix-isolation and in-

frared actiona have played a critical role in establishing the existence and

expanding the knowledge of the weakly bound HOONO and HOOO species.

While studies of nitric acid formation in the reaction of OH with NO2 sug-

gested an alternate HOONO product,3,113 some time passed before the species

was observed, first in solid argon50 and nearly a decade later in the gas phase.7

For HOOO, the first vibrational spectrum was recorded in an argon matrix as

well,114 long after it was first proposed as a stable species.49 Through depo-

sition in solid argon these elusive species can be isolated, but band positions

can be perturbed by the surroundings causing matrix shifts and interfering

aDiscussion of this experimental technique is included in sections 2.4.3 and 4.4.2.
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bands can appear due to other species deposited in addition to the species of

interest.115

Both the HOONO7–9,116 and HOOO41,42,107,108 systems have been stud-

ied through infrared action spectroscopy. This IR pump-UV probe technique

allows for the detection of species that, due to low yields or the intrusion of

more strongly absorbing species, may be otherwise unobservable.8 With vi-

brational excitation, a molecule may absorb sufficient energy for cleavage of a

weak bond. By monitoring production of fragments through laser-induced flu-

orescence as a function of infrared excitation energy, the vibrational bands can

be identified. Since only transitions to vibrational levels above the dissociation

threshold can be detected with this approach, the infrared action experiments

commonly examine the region of the overtone (multiple quanta of excitation in

one vibrational mode) and combination band (multiple quanta of excitation in

multiple vibrational modes), rather than the fundamental (one quanta of ex-

citation) modes. By selectively detecting only weakly bound species, with the

limitation that only vibrational bands above the dissociation limit can be ob-

served, the infrared action approach is complementary to the matrix-isolation

technique. Confining the weakly bound species in a solid matrix prevents dis-

sociation and the infrared absorption spectrum can be probed directly. With

this technique, the observable vibrational modes are not limited to those above

the dissociation threshold. However, as stated above, interfering species and

matrix shifts may complicate the spectra obtained through matrix-isolation.

Experimental structural parameters, obtained for trans-HOOO40 and
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cis,cis-HOONO117 from rotational spectroscopy and for trans,perp-HOONO98

from rotationally resolved vibrational spectroscopy, may be compared to equi-

librium structures provided the appropriate vibrational corrections can be cal-

culated. Isotopic substitution is necessary for the determination of experimen-

tal structures for molecules with more than two independent structural param-

eters. In addition, isotopic substitution shifts vibrational frequencies in a cal-

culable manner providing a means of confirming the assignments of experimen-

tal spectra. The cis,cis conformer of deuterated peroxynitrous acid, DOONO,

has been studied with rotational117 and vibrational20,100 spectroscopy. Rota-

tional40 and vibrational spectroscopy114 have been used to study the deuter-

ated trioxy species, DOOO.

3.1.2 Second-Order Vibrational Perturbation Theory - VPT2

For the accuracy required to aid assignment of spectra obtained through

matrix-isolation, for the prediction of overtone and combination bands com-

monly observed through infrared action spectroscopy and for the comparison of

theoretical equilibrium structures to experimentally-determined, vibrationally-

averaged structures, the typical harmonic oscillator description of the molec-

ular vibrational modes is insufficient. To explain the shortcomings of this

approach and introduce the subject of this section’s heading, the initial model

must first be described.

Beginning with expressions for the kinetic [T ] and potential [V ] energy
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as a function of displacement, T is given by118

T = 1
2

3n
∑

i=1

miẋ
2
i (3.1)

Here half the product of the mass [mi] of one of n atoms and the square of

the derivative of its displacement [xi] from equilibrium (given by the minimum

of V (xi)) along one of the three Cartesian coordinates gives one component

of the kinetic energy of the atom. The sum of the products over the three

Cartesian coordinates and n atoms, 3n, gives twice the total kinetic energy.

Or, after defining a new mass weighted coordinate Xi = m
1/2
i xi

T = 1
2

3n
∑

i=1

Ẋ2
i (3.2)

The analytic functional form of V is not known, but by assuming the deviations

from equilibrium are small, the function can conveniently be written as a

Taylor series in the above displacement coordinates.

V = (V )0 +
∑

i

(

∂V

∂Xi

)

0

Xi + 1
2

∑

i,j

(

∂2V

∂Xi∂Xj

)

0

XiXj + · · · (3.3)

As the partial derivative of the potential energy with respect to displacement

will be zero at equilibrium and the constant term is uninteresting (or set to

zero), and assuming that the higher terms are unimportant (an assumption

that will be addressed below), the above function is approximated by

V (0) = 1
2

3n
∑

i,j

fijXiXj (3.4)

where fij is the partial derivative of V with respect to coordinates Xi and

Xj. Choosing a set of coordinates [Qi], termed normal coordinates, for which
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∂2V/∂Qi∂Qj is zero when i 6= j the problem is reduced to a set of 3n − 6b

independent harmonic oscillators.

V (0) = 1
2

3n−6
∑

i

λiQ
2
i (3.5)

where λk is the second derivative of V with respect to the mass weighted

normal coordinate Qi. If the momentum associated with the mass weighted

normal coordinate is given by the time derivative of the coordinate, Pi = Q̇i,

T becomes

T = 1
2

3n−6
∑

i=1

P 2
i (3.6)

With classical expressions for T and V of equations 3.5 and 3.6, the

quantum mechanical operator for the harmonic oscillator [Ĥ(0)], is written

as118

Ĥ(0) = T̂ + V̂ (0) (3.7a)

= 1
2

3n−6
∑

i=1

(

P̂ 2 + λiQ̂
2
i

)

(3.7b)

= 1
2

3n−6
∑

i=1

(

−~
2∂2

∂Q2
i

+ λiQ
2
i

)

(3.7c)

The above Hamiltonian can be rewritten in yet another set of coordinates, this

time dimensionless normal coordinates, given by qi = γ
1/2
i Qi and pi = Pi/γ

1/2
i ~

bThe force constants associated with translation or rotation of the molecule along each
of the three axes will be zero. For linear molecules, the number of independent coordinates,
or vibrational degrees of freedom, is 3n − 5. Below it will be assumed that the system is
nonlinear.
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where γi = λ
1/2
i /~ = 2πcωi/~ and ωi is the harmonic frequency (in wavenum-

bers [cm−1]) of the ith normal mode, i.e. along the normal coordinate qi.

Divided by hc to produce energies that are in wavenumbers and written in

terms of dimensionless normal coordinates, the harmonic oscillator Hamilto-

nian is111

Ĥ(0) = 1
2

3n−6
∑

i=1

ωi(p̂
2
i + q̂2

i ) (3.8a)

= 1
2

3n−6
∑

i=1

ωi

(

−∂2

∂q2
i

+ q2
i

)

(3.8b)

Because our Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of 3n − 6 separable op-

erators, the vibrational eigenfunctions [Ψ] may be written as the product of

3n− 6 independent functions of qi [ψυi
(qi)].

118

Ψ(q1, q2 . . . q3n−6) =

3n−6
∏

i

ψυi
(qi)

= ψυ1
(q1)ψυ2

(q2) . . . ψυ3n−6
(q3n−6) (3.9)

where υi is the principle quantum number of mode i. The set of 3n − 6

eigenvalue equations

−
d2ψυi

dq2
i

+ q2
i ψυi

=
2E

(0)
υi

ωi

ψυi
(3.10)

yield energies of the form

E(0)
υi

= ωi(υi + 1
2
) (3.11)

where both ωi and E
(0)
υi are in units of wavenumbers.
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The energy of a transition from one harmonic vibrational state (given

by equation 3.11) to another can be predicted, using equation 3.12.

∆E
(0)
υ′′

i →υ′

i
= ωi(∆υi) (3.12)

where υ′′i is the quantum number of mode i in the initial vibrational state and

υ′i is the quantum number of mode i in the final vibrational state. Within

this model, the vibrational levels are evenly spaced and the energy of a multi-

quantum transition, such as the first overtone of mode i, is the product of the

change in quantum number, ∆υi = 2, and the harmonic frequency of the ith

normal mode, ∆E
(0)
0→2 = 2ωi. Combination bands, multi-quantum transitions

with excitation in more than one mode, are simply the sum of the contributions

from each mode. This results from the separable Hamiltonian of equation 3.8b.

In reality, the potential energy does not approach infinity as a bond is

stretched as the quadratic potential assumed in equation 3.4 would indicate

and the observed transition energies deviate significantly from the harmonic

predictions. For example, the harmonic frequency of the OH stretching mode

[ω1] in nitric acid is 3746c cm−1, which would result in a predicted transition

energy for the first overtone of 7492 cm−1 — the true transition energies for

∆υ1 = 1 and ∆υ1 = 2 are 3551 cm−1 and approximately 6940 cm−1.119 The

fundamental transition energy, ∆E0→1 or ν1, is lower than predicted due to

deviation of the true potential from the harmonic model, i.e. anharmonicity,

and the frequency of the first overtone is not twice the harmonic frequency. The

cCalculated at the CCSD(T)/ANO2 (fc) level, see appendix B.
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combination band of the OH and the asymmetric NO2 stretching frequencies,

ω2 = 1763c cm−1 compared to ν2 = 1710 cm−1,120 has a theoretical value of

5509 cm−1 — the experimentally observed band is at 5254 cm−1.99

The energies of multi-quantum transitions can be predicted (though not

accurately) using the harmonic approximation, but these transitions are not

theoretically allowed within the model. This can be demonstrated by calcu-

lating the absorption intensity for single-quantum and multi-quantum transi-

tions. The absorption intensity is proportional to the square of the vibrational

transition dipole moment [P], which is given by118

Pm0 = 〈Ψm|µ|Ψ0〉 (3.13)

where Ψ0 is the reference and Ψm is the excited vibrational wavefunction as

defined in equation 3.9. The dipole moment [µ] can be expanded about the

equilibrium as was the potential energy function in equation 3.3.

µ = (µ)0 +
∑

i

(

∂µ

∂qi

)

0

qi + 1
2

∑

ij

(

∂2µ

∂qi∂qj

)

0

qiqj + · · ·

= µ(0) +
∑

i

µ
(1)
i qi + 1

2

∑

ij

µ
(2)
ij qiqj + · · · (3.14)

Truncation of µ after the second term yields

P
(0)
m0 = µ(0)〈Ψm|Ψ0〉 +

∑

i

µ
(1)
i 〈Ψm|qi|Ψ0〉 (3.15)

where due to the orthogonal functions of Ψ = ψυ1
ψυ2

ψυ3
. . .ψυ3n−6, the first

term of equation 3.15, dependent on the static dipole at equilibrium [(µ)0 or

µ(0)] does not contribute to the transition dipole as 〈Ψm|Ψ0〉 yields zero unless
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m = 0 (meaning no transition occurs) and all matrix elements of 〈Ψm|qi|Ψ0〉

are zero except 〈ψυ′

k
|qi|ψυ′′

k
〉 where υ′k = υ′′k±1. As a result, only single-quantum

transitions result in a nonzero absorbance within the harmonic approximation

and the linear dipole approximation.

One way to acknowledge the interaction of the molecular vibrations is

to move beyond the harmonic approximation by retaining additional terms

in the Taylor series expansion of the potential energy (and the dipole mo-

ment) function(s). The Taylor expansion of V from equation 3.3 rewritten in

dimensionless normal coordinates is given in wavenumbers by111

V = 1
2

∑

i

∂2V

∂q2
i

q2
i + 1

6

∑

ijk

∂3V

∂qi∂qj∂qk
qiqjqk + 1

24

∑

ijkl

∂4V

∂qi∂qj∂qk∂ql
qiqjqkql + · · ·

= 1
2

∑

i

ωiq
2
i + 1

6

∑

ijk

φijkqiqjqk + 1
24

∑

ijkl

φijklqiqjqkql + · · · (3.16)

The first, second and third terms are dependent on the quadratic, cubic and

quartic force constants [ωi, φijk and φijkl. . . ] (the second, third and fourth

partial derivatives with respect to the dimensionless normal coordinates), re-

spectively.

Perturbation theory121 provides a method for sorting and calculating

corrections to a zeroth order model. The potential energy function V is written

as118

V = V (0) + λV (1) + λ2V (2) + · · · (3.17)

where the zeroth order model [V (0)] and corrections are taken from equation
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3.16 as followsd

V (0) = 1
2

∑

i

ωiq
2
i (3.18a)

V (1) = 1
6

∑

ijk

φijkqiqjqk (3.18b)

V (2) = 1
24

∑

ijkl

φijklqiqjqkql (3.18c)

When the parameter λ is equal to zero, the potential as described in equation

3.17 becomes the zeroth order model of equation 3.18a, the harmonic oscillator.

When the corrections to the zeroth order model are small the expansion of

equation 3.17 converges rapidly.121 The vibrational energy may be similarly

expanded.

E = E(0) + λE(1) + λ2E(2) + · · · (3.19)

As the zeroth order model is the harmonic oscillator, E(0) is known.

E(0) = ωi(υi + 1
2
) (3.20a)

The first order correction to the energy is the expectation value of the

first order operator acting on the zeroth order wavefunction.121

E(1) = 〈Ψ|V (1)|Ψ〉 (3.20b)

Here the average effect of the first order operator V (1) (the cubic potential

term from equation 3.18b) on the zeroth order wavefunction Ψ (which is the

dThe sums of equations 3.18b and 3.18c are restricted as above, here and in the following
discussion.
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product of 3n− 6 orthogonal harmonic oscillator functions) is given by118

E(1) = 1
6

∑

ijk

φijk〈ψυ1
ψυ2

ψυ3
. . . ψυ3n−6

|qiqjqk|ψυ1
ψυ2

ψυ3
. . . ψυ3n−6

〉

For i 6= j 6= k, equation 3.20b becomese

E(1) = 1
6

∑

ijk

φijk〈ψυi
|qi|ψυi

〉〈ψυj
|qj|ψυj

〉〈ψυk
|qk|ψυk

〉

where the odd functions of each matrix element integrate to zero.

For i 6= j = k

E(1) = 1
6

∑

ij

φijj〈ψυi
|qi|ψυi

〉〈ψυj
|q2

j |ψυj
〉

where again, 〈ψυi
|qi|ψυi

〉 integrates to zero, so the whole term will be zero.

And finally, i = j = k

E(1) = 1
6

∑

i

φiii〈ψυi
|q3

i |ψυi
〉

is an odd function which will integrate to zero. The first order correction to

the vibrational energy therefore vanishes.

The second order correction to the energy E(2) includes contributions

from the second order operator V (2) acting on the zeroth order wavefunction

Ψm and the interaction of the first order operator V (1) with the zeroth or-

der and an excited vibrational wavefunction Ψn. Here Ψm and Ψn are the

wavefunctions that correspond to the zeroth order energies E
(0)
m and E

(0)
n .118

E(2) = 〈Ψm|V
(2)|Ψm〉 +

∑

m6=n

〈Ψm|V
(1)|Ψn〉〈Ψn|V

(1)|Ψm〉

E
(0)
m − E

(0)
n

(3.20c)

eThe remaining 3n−9 basis functions will have no effect on the integral and are neglected.
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Elements of the V (2) term from above that are of the form

φiiii〈ψi|q
4
i |ψi〉 and φiijj〈ψi|q

2
i |ψi〉〈ψj|q

2
j |ψj〉

contribute to the second order correction to the energy as

3
2

∑

i

φiiii((υi + 1
2
)2 + 1

4
) +

∑

ij

φiijj(υi + 1
2
)(υj + 1

2
)

Elements of the second term in equation 3.20c containing the force constants

φ2
ijk, φ

2
iij , φ

2
iii, φiiiφijj and φiikφjjk contribute to the contribute to the second

order correction as well.

In the above discussion, molecular rotation and its interaction with

vibrational motion have been ignored. The second order correction to the

vibrational energy is of the κ2ν order of magnitude, where κ is the fourth

root of the ratio of the electron mass to a typical nuclear mass, approximately

1/10, and ν is a typical frequency of molecular vibration.111 At the κ2ν order

of magnitude the coupling of vibrational modes through rotation becomes

significant. This coupling is described for normal modes i and j and rotation

about axis α by the Coriolis zeta constant [ζ
(α)
ij ].122 The expressions for the

effective vibrational angular momenta about each of the three principal axes

(πA, πB and πC correspond to A, B and C) are given in terms of the ζ
(α)
ij

constants.

π(α) =
∑

ij

ζ
(α)
ij qipj

(

ωj

ωi

)1/2

(3.21)

The equilibrium rotational constants [Ae, Be and Ce, or the “Be’s”] are in-

versely proportional to the moments of inertia and so may easily be determined
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for the equilibrium molecular configuration.

B(α)
e =

~
2

2hcI
(α)
e

(3.22)

Here the rotational constant about the α axis is ~ squared divided by twice

the moment of inertia about the α axis [I(α)]. Dividing by hc yields the value

in wavenumbers. The sum over the three principal axes of the product of

equilibrium rotational constant and the square of the vibrational angular mo-

mentum, i.e.
∑

αB
(α)
e π2

(α), contributes to the vibrational energy at the second

order.

Combining the zeroth, first and second order operators discussed above,

the second order vibrational perturbation theory [VPT2] operator becomes111

ĤVPT2 = 1
2

∑

i

ωi(p̂
2
i + q̂2

i ) + 1
6

∑

ijk

φijkq̂iq̂j q̂k

+ 1
24

∑

ijkl

φijklq̂iq̂j q̂kq̂l +
∑

α

B(α)
e

[

∑

ij

ζ
(α)
ij qipj

(

ωj

ωi

)1/2
]

(3.23)

where the summation of the fourth term is over the three principal axes. The

resulting energies for a vibrational state υi hasthe formf

EVPT2(υi) = G0 +
∑

i

ωi(υi + 1
2
) +

∑

i≥j

xij(υi + 1
2
)(υj + 1

2
) + . . . (3.24)

The G0 term is a constant term that can be neglected in spectroscopic analy-

sis.64 The largest contribution to the energy of the vibrational state specified

fFor diatomics, the VPT2 energy, EVPT2(υi) = G0+ωi(υi+
1
2
)+xii(υi+

1
2
)2, is exact for

the Morse oscillator and so provides a very good description of typical stretching potentials.
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by the set vibrational quantum numbers υi is the sum of the harmonic vibra-

tional energy levels of the second term. The third term, which accounts for

the coupling of modes through the anharmonicity constants [xij ] comes from

the second order correction to the vibrational energy of equation 3.20c and the

angular momentum operator of equation 3.21.g The anharmonicity constant

xij for vibrational modes i and j is determined by the harmonic frequencies of

all 3n−6 modes, the cubic force constants for modes i and j and those coupled

to mode k, the quartic force constants along one (φiiii) or both normal modes

(φiijj) and the Coriolis zeta constants coupling modes i and j. When i is equal

to j:

xii = 1
16
φiiii −

1
16

∑

k

φ2
iik

8ω2
i − 3ω2

k

ωj(4ω2
i − ω2

k)
(3.25a)

When i is not equal to j:

xij =
1

4
φiijj −

1

4

∑

k

φiikφkjj

ωk

− 1
2

∑

k

φ2
ijkωk

ω2
k − ω2

i − ω2
j

∆ijk

+ [Ae(ζ
A
i,j)

2 +Be(ζ
B
i,j)

2 + Ce(ζ
C
i,j)

2]

(

ωi

ωj

+
ωj

ωi

)

(3.25b)

where:

∆ijk = (ωi + ωj + ωk)(ωi − ωj − ωk)(−ωi + ωj − ωk)(−ωi − ωj + ωk)

By calculating second (ωi), third (e.g. φijk) and select fourth (φiiii and φiijj)

derivativesh of the molecular energy with respect to displacement along the

gAs discussed above, the first order correction to the vibrational energy is zero.
hThe method by which these derivatives are calculated will be discussed in section 3.2.
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vibrational modes, the anharmonic vibrational energy levels can be determined

and vibrational excitation energies can be predicted for comparison to spectra.

When the vibrational energy is described as independent of rotational

excitation (as above), an “effective” rotational Hamiltonian can be defined

that is associated with a specific vibrational state (υ).111

Ĥrot
υ = AυĴ

2
A +BυĴ

2
B + CυĴ

2
C +

1

4

∑

α,β

(τ ′ααββ)υĴ
2
αĴ

2
β + . . . (3.26)

The resulting rotational energies are dependent on the effective rotational con-

stants [Aυ, Bυ and Cυ, or the “Bυ’s”], which are the rotational constants

associated with a specific vibrational state (υ), the components the total rota-

tional angular momentum along the three principal axes [JA, JB and JC ] and

the certain centrifugal distortion constants. Only those centrifugal distortion

constants related to rotation about two principal axes (α and β), through de-

pendence on the moments of inertia (I(α)e and I
(β)
e ) and the a

(αβ)
i constants,

are significant at the level considered here. These constants [(τ ′ααββ)υ] vary

with υ as well. The vibrationally dependent rotational constants, Bυ’s, can be

related to the rotational constants of the equilibrium structure, Be’s, through

Bυ = Be −
∑

i

αB
i (υi + 1

2
) + . . . (3.27)

where the αB
i constant is the first vibration-rotation interaction constant cou-

pling vibrational mode i and the principal axis of rotation B. The α constants

[αA
i , αB

i and αC
i ] of normal mode i for each of the three principal axes of
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rotation are given byi

−αB
i =

2B2
e

ωi

[

∑

ξ

3(a
(Bξ)
i )2

4Iξ
+
∑

j

(ζB
i,j)

2

(

3ω2
i + ω2

j

ω2
i + ω2

j

)

+ π
( c

h

)1/2∑

j

φiija
(BB)
j

(

ωi

ω
3/2
j

)]

(3.28)

where the first term (dependent on the moments of inertia and the a
(αβ)
i con-

stants, which are given by the partial derivatives of the inertia tensor elements

with respect to the normal coordinates at equilibrium [a
(αβ)
i = (∂I(αβ)/∂Qi)e])

is summed over the three principal axes of rotation. And the second (depen-

dent on the harmonic frequencies and the Coriolis zeta constants) and third

(dependent on the harmonic frequencies, cubic force constants and a
(Bξ)
i con-

stants) are summed over the remaining 3n−7 (3n−6 for linear systems). The

equilibrium rotational constants, Be’s, are inversely proportional to the mo-

ments of inertia and so may easily be determined for the equilibrium molecular

geometry.

Rotational spectroscopy determines the differences between rotational

energy levels distorted by the molecular vibrations. The rotational constants

determined by fitting the spectra to the Hamiltonian in equation 3.26 are

the Bυ’s rather than the theoretical Be’s. In equation 3.28, the VPT2 de-

scription of the α constants requires the harmonic energy levels, as well as

cubic force constants. The αi constant is usually on the order of B2
e/ωi.

111

In wavenumbers, Be values are typically on the order of 10−1 to 100 and the

iHere π is 3.14159. . . not the vibrational angular momentum.
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order of magnitude of harmonic frequencies typically ranges from 102 to 103.

At most each α correction should shift the equilibrium rotational constant on

the order of 1%, with the effect being greater for low frequency vibrational

modes. It is possible to determine effective structural parameters for the vi-

brational ground state [r0’s] by fitting to experimentally determined ground

state rotational constants [B0’s, Bυ’s where υ = 0].

B0 = Be −
1
2

∑

i

αB
i (3.29)

However, comparison of the effective structure to the molecular parameters of

a theoretical equilibrium structure [re’s] cannot be made without some knowl-

edge of the effect of vibrations on the rotational constants.j

Shifts in vibrational bands upon isotopic substitution and relative rela-

tive absorption intensities are both useful in the assigning of observed spectral

features to vibrational modes. The calculation of isotopic shifts is straight-

forward; the calculation of transition moments beyond the harmonic approx-

imation expressed in equation 3.15 is less so. While the Coulombic forces

between the atoms are independent of the nuclear masses, the vibrational fre-

quencies do depend on mass and the potential surface is expressed in mass

weighted coordinates. The force constants must be converted or recalculated

for the new set of mass weighted coordinates and the vibrational energy levels

must be determined for the isotopic masses. Due to the density of vibrational

jThe equilibrium structure of HOOO and the effective structure fit to experimental
rotational constants will be discussed — but not strictly compared — in chapter 4.
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states beyond the fundamental modes, predicted intensities can be crucial to

the assignment of combination bands and overtones. Calculation of transition

moments at the VPT2 level has not previously been common, but recent work

on this subject77 made possible the assignment of certain combination bands.

3.2 Methods

The second derivatives of the molecular energy with respect to position

that are needed for the calculation of the harmonic frequencies may be calcu-

lated analytically for most quantum-chemical methods provided a high-quality

program package is used.95 However, the third and fourth analytic derivatives

needed for the calculation of the cubic and quartic force constants are cur-

rently nonexistent. The higher-order derivatives may be calculated through

numerical differentiation of analytic second derivatives.123

φijk =
∂3V

∂Qi∂Qj∂Qk

=
(φij)Q

k+
− (φij)Q

k−

2∆
(3.30a)

φijkk =
∂4V

∂Qi∂Qj∂Qk∂Qk

=
(φij)Q

k+
+ (φij)Q

k−
− 2φij

∆2
(3.30b)

The cubic force constants φijk (third derivatives of the potential with respect to

normal coordinatesQi, Qj andQk) are determined by calculating the quadratic

force constants φij (the second derivatives with respect to coordinates Qi and

Qj) at displaced points Qk+ and Qk− (positive and negative displacements

of magnitude ∆ along normal coordinate k).k The quartic force constants

kAt the displace points, the second derivatives of the potential are no longer equivalent
to the harmonic frequencies ωi.
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are calculated in a similar manner.l When analytic second derivatives are

unavailable, the quadratic force constants may be calculated numerically from

analytic gradients.

φij =
∂2V

∂Qi∂Qj

=

(

∂V
∂Qi

)

Q
j+

−
(

∂V
∂Qi

)

Q
j−

2∆
(3.30c)

The electronic energy, energy gradients and in some cases analytic sec-

ond derivatives were calculated with the CCSD(T) method.71 As demonstrated

in appendix B, the use of the ANO1 basis sets74 yields vibrational energies

which are more accurate than does use of the similarly sized, but more widely

used cc-pVTZ basis sets.78 Consequently, the ANO1 basis set was used in the

calculations of the anharmonic force fields. As the ANO basis sets were not

designed with correlation of the core molecular orbitals in mind, these orbitals

were excluded from the correlation treatment (the frozen core [(fc)] approxi-

mation was made). In calculations on the singlet HOONO species, a restricted

Hartree-Fock, RHF, reference wavefunction was used. The trans conformer of

the doublet HOOO species required an unrestricted Hartree-Fock, UHF, refer-

ence function. For historical reasons, the HOONO force constants were calcu-

lated through numerical differentiation of analytic gradients. The trans-HOOO

force constants were calculated from analytic second derivatives. In both cases,

the molecular geometries were optimized such that the root mean square de-

viation of the molecular energy gradient with respect to displacement along

lAs only the φiiii and φiijj are needed, calculating quartic constants of the form φijkk

exceeds what is required.
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the internal coordinates was less than 10−10 hartree bohr−1. For numerical

differentiation of analytic gradients, the Hartree-Fock density was converged

to 10−11 and the parameters of the CCSD wavefunction and lambda equations

were converged to 10−13. For analytic second derviatives, the Hartree-Fock

density, CCSD wavefunction and lambda equation parameters were converged

to 10−10. In the calculations presented here, resonances were not present. For

the calculation of the vibrationally corrected rotational constants, the equi-

librium rotational constants were determined with the ANO1 and the larger

cc-pVQZ basis set78 and the corrections calculated from the ANO1 anharmonic

force field were applied to both.

The cfour
95 program package was used in all calculations.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 HOONO

The fundamental vibrational modes of trans,perp-HOONO are listed in

Table 3.1.m The first and second overtones of the OH stretching mode (ν1) are

also included, as is the combination band involving two quanta of excitation

in the OH stretching mode and one in the HOON torsional mode (ν8). For

these overtone and combination bands gas phase experimental values98,124 are

available for comparison to the calculated values; the differences are all less

than 25 cm−1. For the fundamental vibrations agreement between calculated

mTables are collected at the end of the chapter.
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values and the matrix-isolation data125 is quite good for all the observed modes

with the exception of ν1. Due to the effect of the argon matrix, two peaks were

observed for each of the five fundamental modes detected. The theoretical

predictions were within 10 cm−1 of at least one, and often both, of the peaks

for ν2 through ν5. The observed absorbance of the OH stretching mode is split

by nearly 20 cm−1and differs from the prediction by at least 20 cm−1. This

mode appears to be most affected by the surrounding matrix in trans,perp-

HOONO.

In addition to the fundamental modes of cis,cis-HOONO listed in Ta-

ble 3.2, overtones of the OH stretching mode (ν1) and the two lowest fre-

quency modes, a combination of the NOO and ONO bending modes (ν7)

and the OONO torsional mode (ν9) are included. Agreement with experi-

ment20,100,126,127 is relatively good for these transitions with the exception of

the central ON stretching mode (ν6) and perhaps the ν7 and ν9 overtones.

Comparison of predicted and observed20,100 transition energies for the deuter-

ated species (Table 3.3) show similar agreement.

The equilibrium rotational constants for trans,perp cis,cis-HOONO

and cis,cis-DOONO at two levels of theory are presented in tables 3.4, 3.5

and 3.6 along with vibrationally corrected values. The vibrational corrections

from the anharmonic force field calculated with the ANO1 basis set were ap-

plied to both equilibrium constants determined with the ANO1 basis set and

those determined with the cc-pVQZ basis set. For the trans,perp conformer,

rotational constants of the vibrational state in which the OH stretching mode
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is doubly excited are presented in addition to those of the ground vibrational

state. Experimentally determined rotational constants are included for com-

parison.98,117 The largest difference in the predicted and observed rotational

constants for trans,perp-HOONO occurs for the A constant when both the

equilibrium constants and the vibrational corrections are calculated at the

CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) level. The percent difference is less than 1.5% for both

the ground and excited state constants. The error in the A constant is re-

duced to approximately 0.5% when the cc-pVQZ equilibrium constants are

used, however the relative error in the B constant increases slightly to approx-

imately 1 and 2% for the ground and excited states. For both cis,cis-HOONO

and DOONO the largest difference occurs for the A constant as well when

both components are calculated with the ANO1 basis set. The percent dif-

ferences are approximately 1% initially and reduced to approximately 0.1 %

when cc-pVQZ equilibrium constants are used. But here the relative error in

both the B and C constants increases to approximately 1% when the alternate

equilibrium constants are used in the calculation of the vibrationally corrected

rotational constants.

3.3.2 HOOO

Vibrational transition energies for trans-HOOO are listed in Table 3.8

along with available experimental values. For the OH stretching mode (ν1)

and the overtone (2ν1), the agreement with respect to gas-phase experimental

values107 is as expected based on the above results. For gas-phase observa-
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tions of the combination bands involving one quantum of excitation in the OH

stretching mode and one in another mode (ν1 +νx)
108 substantial differences

of approximately 60 to 100 cm−1 are seen. Similar disagreement is seen for

the trans-DOOO vibrational bands. These inconsistencies will be discussed,

but not resolved, in section 3.4, as will the more minor issues noted above

concerning the HOONO vibrational energies.

The equilibrium and vibrationally-corrected rotational constants for

trans-HOOO are presented in table 3.9. As large discrepancies between theory

and experiment have already been observed for the vibrational energies call-

ing into question the anharmonic force field, agreement between observed40

and predicted rotational constants, with corrections that are determined from

the anharmonic force field, might not be expected — and is not found. The

difference between the experimentally determined constants and those based

on the ANO1 equilibrium constants are between 300 and 500 MHz, the per-

cent difference being about 4 to 5% for the B and C constants compared to

approximately 1% for HOONO. The situation does not improve, and indeed

worsens, when the cc-pVQZ equilibrium constants are used.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 HOONO

The rather remarkable agreement between theory and experiment for

vibrational energies in the region of the first and second overtone of the OH

stretching mode for trans,perp-HOONO demonstrates the accuracy that is
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achievable for anharmonic force fields using the methods described above.

Similar, and indeed greater, accuracy has been seen for the HOONO isomer

nitric acid (see appendix B for fundamental frequencies and ref. 99 for over-

tone and combination bands.) Matrix effects that slightly perturb the isolated

trans,perp-HOONO and produce multiple absorption peaks make evaluation

of the predicted vibrational energies in the fundamental region more difficult.

For the transitions observed, the agreement seems to be quite good, though

perhaps not as good as seen previously115 with the deviation likely due to

matrix effects on the OH stretching mode.

The three quantum transition 2ν1 + ν8 was assigned based on the calcu-

lated position and absorption intensity.98 The difference between the predicted

and observed values appears to be largely due to the error in 2ν1 indicating

that for trans,perp-HOONO, VPT2 properly describes the HOON torsional

motion, at least to the first excited state.

The predicted transition energies were used to aid the assignment of the

cis,cis-HOONO and DOONO matrix-isolation vibrational spectra in the fun-

damental and overtone regions.20,100 The latter predictions extended the un-

derstanding of the cis,cis-HOONO force field by refining the previous matrix-

isolation data in the fundamental region50,125 and adding to the infrared action

data in the overtone region,7,112,127 Large disagreements between theory and

experiment appear for two transitions, which begin to demonstrate the limita-

tions of the theoretical methods used here or possibly those of the experimental

techniques (the matrix-induced shift of vibrational levels).
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If the band at 601 cm−1 in the cis,cis-HOONO spectrum is indeed the

first overtone of ν9, then the agreement with the VPT2 prediction is astonish-

ing. However, recent calculations128 indicate that it is most likely the second

overtone of ν9. The ν9 mode is the HOON torsional motion that connects the

cis,cis and cis,perp structures. The cis,perp region of the potential energy sur-

face creates a “shelf” in the HOON torsional potential at approximately 600

to 700 cm−1 (see figure 3.1).n With this significant deviation from harmonic

behavior, VPT2 is expected to fail.o The ν7 + ν9 band in the experimental

cis,cis-DOONO spectrum agrees fairly well the the predicted value. Below

the cis,perp energy the HOON torsional potential is well-behaved, and the

fundamental of ν9 is properly predicted with VPT2.

The second discrepancy between theoretical prediction and experimen-

tal observation of vibrations in the cis,cis conformer involves the central ON

stretching mode, ν6. In both the HOONO and DOONO spectra, the observed

frequency is about 50 cm−1 lower than predicted. The dipole moment is par-

ticularly sensitive to this mode, which may cause an unusual matrix effect.20

A potential gas-phase study could resolve this issue.130

nStationary points along the torsional potential were optimized and confirmed at the
CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) level of theory. The curve was generated using the energies of the
optimzed structures and cubic splines.

oA torsional barrier of approximately 750 cm−1 for isomerization, or approximately 1000
cm−1 for free rotation,129 may have a similar effect for the overtone of ν9 in trans,perp-
HOONO.
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Figure 3.1: HOON torsional potential for the cis-HOONO system. The OONO
dihedral is zero, or approximately zero, degrees for each of the four stationary
points: cis,cis; cis,perp; cis,gauche and cis,trans.

3.4.2 HOOO

Comparison of the predicted vibrational energies to those of the in-

frared action spectrum for trans-HOOO presents a very different picture from

that of HOONO. For the OH stretching mode and its overtone the results

are very good, however almost no agreement can be claimed when comparing

the energies of the combination bands. The predicted combination band for

excitation of the OH stretching and HOOO torsional modes is approximately

60 cm−1 lower than the observed band, while the combination bands involv-

ing the coupling of the OH stretching motion with the central OO stretching

motion (ν5) and the OOO (ν4) and HOO (ν3) bending frequencies are pre-

dicted to be approximately 70 to 110 cm−1 higher than observed. It has been
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noted that, due to significant deviation from harmonic behavior, VPT2 will

most likely not be able to properly treat the very low-frequency torsional mode

(ν6). Coupling of modes may allow the improperly treated ν6 to cause this

drastic deviation from the VPT2 approximation for the bending and central

OO stretching modes, while leaving the OH stretching mode relatively un-

affected. However, of the in-plane modes for which conbination bands have

been observed, only the cross anharmonicity term with ν3 is large (x36 = −17

cm−1). The cross anharmonicity term for the terminal OO stretching mode

(ν2) and the torsional mode is significant (x26 = −14 cm−1). Observation of

a band involving the terminal OO stretching mode ν2 could perhaps provide

some insight.p The cross anharmonicity terms between ν3, ν4 and ν5 are rel-

atively large, from 15 to 20 cm−1, and negative. If VPT2 is not adequately

describing the mixing of these in-plane relative motions of the OH and O2

moieties (the bending motions and the central stretching mode), the modes

may be sufficiently anharmonic to cause the descrepancies seen between theory

and experiment independent of the torsional motion. While it has been shown

to be reliable in the past, the level of theory used to describe the potential

surface may also contribute to disagreement. This will be explored to some

extent in chapter 4.

pThe terminal OO stretching frequency (ν2) may theoretically be observable depending
on the dissociation energy of HOOO, but for technical reasons this region (∼1300 cm−1)
and that of the ν1 + ν2 combination band (∼4900 cm−1) cannot be probed using the
experimental setup of ref. 108. A search for the overtone of ν2 was carried out, but was
unsuccessful. The overtone is predicted to lie at 2630 cm−1 with a absorption intensity of
6.3 km mol−1 — roughly equivalent to that of the overtone of the OH stretching mode.
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An alternate approach for describing anharmonic vibrations to that

discussed in section 3.1.2 is direct calculation of the vibrational levels from an

analytic potential surface fit to energies determined for a large set of molecu-

lar configurations, which avoids the harmonic approximation altogether.44 A

potential surface for HOOO was produced44 by calculating energies with a

density functional choosen to reproduce the experimentally determined disso-

ciation energy.41 A variational procedure131 was used to calculate the rovibra-

tional energy levels of the analytic surface. The resulting vibrational energies

were also not in agreement with the fundamental frequencies inferred from

the observed combination bands. The description of the torsional mode was

in better agreement with experiment than that of VPT2 with the predicted

frequency only 48 cm−1 higher than the experimentally inferred value com-

pared to the VPT2 value which was 67 cm−1 low. However, the variationally

predicted values for modes ν5, ν4 and ν3 are between 125 and 170 cm−1 higher

than the experimentally inferred values.q There is no experimental estimate

for ν2 and vibrational levels were not calculated beyond approximately 1450

cm−1. While this variational approach is better able to describe low-frequency

modes, the nature of the HOOO system requires high-level quantum chemical

qCoupling between ν1 and νx would lead to combination bands that are not simply the
sum of the fundamental vibrations. The cross anharmonicity terms from VPT2 indicate
that only ν3 is strongly coupled to ν1 (x13 = −21 cm−1). Thus, the value for ν3 inferred
from the combination band would be lower than the true fundamental by 21 cm−1 — not
140 cm−1 as predicted by the variational calculations. This VPT2 estimate of coupling
may not be reliable, but a true comparison of the experimentally observed bands and the
variational calculations cannot be made as no bands below the ν1 (3569 cm−1) fundamental
have been observed for trans-HOOO and no levels above the ν2 (1352 cm−1) fundamental
were predicted variationally.
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methods for a proper description of the potential surface, which makes the cal-

culation of energies for the large number of molecular configurations required

for potential fitting a challenging endevor. An investigation of the torsional

potential and the resulting torsional levels will be presented in chapter 4, but

a full six-dimensional potential surface at the level of theory required for this

molecule, and the prediction of the resulting vibrational energies has not yet

been attempted.
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Table 3.1: Fundamental vibrational frequencies of trans,perp-HOONO, as
well as the first and second overtone of the OH stretching mode and a
combination band, compared to available experimental values.

mode theoreticala,b experimentala,c

3ν1 10219 10195.3d

2ν1 + ν8 7254 7237e

2ν1 6989 6971.351e

ν1 3583 3563.4, 3545.7f

ν2 1701 1708.0, 1703.5f

ν3 1367 1372.6, 1364.1f

ν4 953 957.3, 952.1f

ν5 792 782.1, 772.9f

ν6 483
ν7 352
ν8 270
ν9 206

aAll frequencies are in cm−1. bFrom the RHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) VPT2 force field. cNo

experimental values available for fundamentals ν6 through ν9. dRef. 124 (gas phase). eRef. 98

(gas phase): 2ν1 ± 0.004 cm−1. f Ref. 125 (Ar matrix): due to the effect of the Ar matrix, two

peaks were observed for each of the ν1 through ν5 fundamentals.
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Table 3.2: Fundamental vibrational frequencies of cis,cis-HOONO, as well
as selected overtones, compared to experimental values.

mode theoreticala,b experimentala,c

2ν1 6378 6370d, 6350e

ν1 3320 3306f , 3303g

ν2 1593 1600.6g

ν3 1411 1392g

ν4 935 922.8g

3ν9 832 601d

ν5 792 789.7g

2ν7 744 716, 721e

ν6 668 617g

2ν9 598 601e

ν8 474 462g

ν7 376
ν9 321

aAll frequencies are in cm−1. bFrom the RHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) VPT2 force field. cNo

experimental values available for ν7 or ν9. dRef. 127 (gas phase). eRef. 100 (Ar matrix): The

original assignment of the band at 601 cm−1 to 2ν9 was “tentative” and recently reassignment

to 3ν9 has been supported.128 Due to the effect of the Ar matrix, two peaks were observed for

2ν7. fRef. 126 (gas phase). gRef. 20 (Ar matrix): ν1 ± 1 cm−1, ν2 ± 0.6 cm−1, ν3 ± 1 cm−1,

ν4 ± 0.5 cm−1, ν5 ± 0.4 cm−1, ν6 ± 1 cm−1, ν8 ± 1 cm−1.
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Table 3.3: Fundamental vibrational frequencies of cis,cis-DOONO, and an
overtone and a combination band, compared to experimental values.

mode theoreticala,b experimentala,c

2ν1 4775 4767d

ν1 2458 2447.2e

ν2 1585 1595.7e

ν3 1098 1089.1e

ν4 900 888.1e

ν5 793 786.6e

ν6 672 613.9e

ν7 + ν9 603 588d

ν8 460 456.5e

ν7 361
ν9 255

aAll frequencies are in cm−1. bFrom the RHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) VPT2 force field. cNo

experimental values available for ν7 or ν9. dRef. 100. eRef. 20: ν1 ± 0.6 cm−1, ν2 ± 0.7 cm−1,

ν3 ± 0.4 cm−1, ν4 ± 0.4 cm−1, ν5 ± 0.5 cm−1, ν6 ± 0.9 cm−1, ν8 ± 0.5 cm−1.

Table 3.4: Equilibrium and vibrationally corrected rotational constants for
trans,perp-HOONO compared to available experimental values.

theoreticala,b,d theoreticala,b,d experimentala,e

Ae 54203 55112
Be 4972 5022
Ce 4623 4672
A0 53732 54642 54391
B0 4928 4978 4909
C0 4577 4626 4602

A(υ1 = 2) 53424 54333 54116
B(υ1 = 2) 4925 4975 4864
C(υ1 = 2) 4577 4626 4625

aAll rotational constants are in MHz. bFrom the RHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) VPT2 force field.

cEquilibrium constants from the RHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) structure. dEquilibrium constants

from the RHF CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ structure. eRef. 98.
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Table 3.5: Equilibrium and vibrationally corrected rotational constants for
cis,cis-HOONO compared to available experimental values.

theoreticala,b,c theoreticala,b,d experimentala,e

Ae 21267 21544
Be 8078 8155
Ce 5855 5916
A0 21148 21426 21406
B0 7945 8022 7948
C0 5769 5831 5791

aAll rotational constants are in MHz. bFrom the RHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) VPT2 force field.

cEquilibrium constants from the RHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) structure. dEquilibrium constants

from the RHF CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ structure. eRef. 117.

Table 3.6: Equilibrium and vibrationally corrected rotational constants for
cis,cis-DOONO compared to available experimental values.

theoreticala,b,c theoreticala,b,d experimentala,e

Ae 20147 20398
Be 8041 8117
Ce 5747 5806
A0 20023 20274 20245
B0 7912 7988 7913
C0 5666 5725 5685

aAll rotational constants are in MHz. bFrom the RHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) VPT2 force field.

cEquilibrium constants from the RHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) structure. dEquilibrium constants

from the RHF CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ structure. eRef. 117.
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Table 3.7: Fundamental vibrational frequencies of trans-HOOO, as well as
the overtone of the OH stretching mode and selected combination bands,
compared to available experimental values.

mode theoreticala,b experimentala,c

2ν1 6990 6974.18d

ν1 + ν2 4912
ν1 + ν3 4674 4567.20e

ν1 + ν4 4120 4051.18e

ν1 + ν5 3885 3812.96e

ν1 + 2ν6 3651 3798.00e

ν1 + ν6 3642 3698.02e

ν1 3578 3569.30d

ν2 1336
ν3 1117 997.9f

ν4 544 481.9f

ν5 307 228.7f

ν6 62 128.7f

aAll frequencies are in cm−1. bFrom the UHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) VPT2 force field. cNo

experimental values available for ν2 or the ν1 + ν2 combination band. dRef. 107: 2ν1 ± 0.05

cm−1 and ν1 ± 0.05 cm−1. eRef. 108: all combination bands ± 0.05 cm−1. f Inferred from

combination bands of ref. 108.
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Table 3.8: Fundamental vibrational frequencies of trans-DOOO, as well as
the overtone of the OH stretching mode and selected combination bands,
compared to available experimental values.

mode theoreticala,b experimentala,c

2ν1 5196 5182.42d

ν1 + ν2 3986
ν1 + ν3 3493 3419.1e

ν1 + ν4 3162 3098.0e

ν1 + ν5 2954 2880.4e

ν1 + ν6 2709 2737.3e

ν1 2642 2635.06d

ν2 1343
ν3 861 783.9f

ν4 522 463.0f

ν5 312 245.3f

ν6 66 102.2f

aAll frequencies are in cm−1. bFrom the UHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) VPT2 force field. cNo

experimental values available for ν2 or the ν1 + ν2 combination band. dRef. 108: 2ν1 ± 0.05

cm−1 and ν1 ± 0.05 cm−1. eRef. 108: all combination bands ± 0.05 cm−1. f Inferred from

combination bands of Ref. 108.

Table 3.9: Equilibrium and vibrationally corrected rotational constants for
trans-HOOO compared to available experimental values.

theoreticala,b,c theoreticala,b,d experimentala,e

Ae 71839 73141
Be 10698 10904
Ce 9311 9489
A0 71117 72419 70778
B0 10437 10643 9987
C0 9107 9285 8750

aAll rotational constants are in MHz. bFrom the UHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) VPT2 force field.

cEquilibrium constants from the UHF CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) structure. cEquilibrium constants

from the UHF CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ structure. dRef. 40.
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Chapter 4

HOOO Potential Curves and Structures

Equation-of-motion coupled-cluster methods were used to calculate the

minimum energy path for dissociation of trans-HOOO to OH + O2. The

HOOO torsional potential was examined as well. Molecular structures and

harmonic frequencies at stationary points along the torsional potential will be

compared to results obtained with standard single-reference coupled-cluster

methods.

4.1 Introduction

Due to the curious discrepancies between theory and experiment for

nearly all aspects of the HOOO system studied to date, a closer examination

of the potential surface is warranted. This chapter will focus on the calcula-

tion of the potential energy as a function of the dissociation coordinate (the

central OO bond) and the HOOO torsional motion (which converts between

the trans and cis conformers). The dissociation curve could reveal a poten-

tial cause for the large difference between the predicted dissociation energy

and the experimental upper bound, which is thought to be close to the actual

value. Through study of the torsional potential, it may be possible to begin
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to reconcile the observed and predicted vibrational frequencies as it is the tor-

sional vibration that severely challenges the theoretical approach by deviating

significantly from harmonic behavior. As the full anharmonic force field is not

yet well-described and the vibrational effects on the molecular structure are

not well-understood (see section 3.3.2), a comparison of the experimentally de-

termined structure to the equilibrium structures presented here cannot yet be

made. However, discussion of the theoretical equilibrium structures is possible

— and worthwhile — and therefore included.

4.1.1 Dissociation Curve

To extend our understanding of the central OO bond, equation-of-

motion coupled-cluster methods (discussed further in section 4.1.4) have been

used to investigate the minimum energy path for the dissociation of HOOO

to OH + O2. Standard single-reference coupled-cluster methods are not well-

suited for the study of bond-breaking processes,132 but the nature of equation-

of-motion methods133 is such that they can be applied with confidence to

certain bond-breaking situationsa for example, the one discussed in this work.

4.1.2 Torsional Potential

Single-reference methods may be used to map the molecular energy as

a function of the HOOO dihedral angle as no bonds are broken in this process.

aIn the present context, the “certain bond-breaking situations” referred to are those in
which one of the fragments of the reference state is a closed-shell species.
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However, as seen table 2.4, it is only with the inclusion of high-level correlation

corrections that the trans conformer is predicted to be more stable than the

cis conformer. High-level correlation applied to a single-reference wavefunction

may be able to properly describe a system with some degree of multi-reference

character, but the equation-of-motion methods can be used, in most cases,

to treat non-dynamical correlation, or the multi-reference character, directly.

As high-level correlation need not be included, less computational effort is

required. Both standard single-reference and equation-of-motion approaches

will be applied to the torsional potential for comparison, but one should not

expect the single-reference methods to yield results that are qualitatively cor-

rect for the cis-trans energy difference unless high-level correlation corrections

are applied.

Large amplitude motions, with a frequency of oscillation much lower

than that of typical molecular vibrations, may be separable from the other

vibrational modes.134 This separability is desirable as these vibrational modes

are not amenable to the standard harmonic approximation followed by a per-

turbation theory treatment. The low-frequency torsional mode in HOOO may

be separable from the remaining vibrational modes simplifying the calculation

of the torsional energy levels to a one-dimensional problem. For trans-HOOO

at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) level of theory, the VPT2 cross anharmonicity

terms,b a measure of the coupling of the torsional mode (ν6 = 62 cm−1) to the

in-plane modes, are low for the second (ν5 = 307 cm−1, x56 = −6 cm−1) and

bSee section 3.4.2.
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third (ν4 = 544 cm−1, x46 = 6 cm−1) lowest frequency motions. Those modes

with significant cross anharmonicity terms (x36 = −17 cm−1and x26 = −14

cm−1) are higher frequency modes (ν3 = 1117 cm−1and ν2 = 1336 cm−1).

By calculating the zero-point energy of the five higher-frequency modes along

the torsional potential, the vibrational effects of these other modes on the

HOOO torsional motion may be taken into account.134c The resulting (one-

dimensional) potential is known as a “vibrationally adiabatic” potential.

4.1.3 The Structural Issue

Rotational constants for HOOO and the deuterated species, DOOO,

were determined by Endo and co-workers through Fourier-transform microwave

spectroscopy.40 An effective molecular structure was fit to the experimen-

tally determined rotational constants. A very long central OO bond distance

(r0 = 1.688 Å) seemed to challenge the ability of single-reference coupled-

cluster methods to properly treat the HOOO species as only with multi-

reference methods had equilibrium structures been obtained which had a cen-

tral OO bond distance of a similar length.28,40,43,44 The central OO bond length

at the minimum of the dissociation curve will be discussed and compared to

central OO bond lengths determined at other levels of theory.

cThe choice of a coordinate for the large amplitude motion and the projection of the
frequencies calculated along the potential can be a very complicated problem, however we
have taken a very simple approach below.
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4.1.4 Equation-of-Motion Coupled Cluster Theory

If an operator [R̂k], which when acting on a reference wavefunction

[Ψ0] with n electrons generates the wavefunction of an ionized state with n−1

electrons135

R̂kΦ0(n) = Φ(n− 1) (4.1)

and the coupled cluster [CC] Hamiltonian of 2.6a

H̄ = e−T̂ ĤeT̂ (4.2)

are combined

H̄R̂k|Φ0〉 = EkR̂k|Φ0〉 (4.3)

the ionization energy [Ek] for the kth target state can be determined relative

to the CC energy of the reference state. By determining the energy of the

target statethrough diagonalizing the transformed Hamiltonian [H̄ ] in a basis

of n − 1 wavefunctions,136 which are obviously orthogonal to the n electron

reference function,133 a multi-reference target state can be described without

a reference state bias.d This equation-of-motion coupled-cluster [EOM-CC]

method is better suited for the multi-reference bond-breaking region along

the dissociation curve than standard coupled-cluster methods. And, as stated

above, the EOM approach directly treats the nondynamic correlation of the

dProvided the n electron reference state is well-described by a single determinate.
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trans and cis conformers of HOOO and may yield a qualitatively correct de-

scription of the cis-trans energy difference without the high-level correlation

used in chapter 2.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Dissociation Curve

The dissociation curve of trans-HOOO was determined by calculating

the minimum energy for fixed values of the central OO bond. The remaining

internal coordinates were optimized utilizing gradients determined through

finite difference of energies. To calculate the energies a method originally

presented by Stanton and Gauss137,138, with some adjustments later made by

Saeh and Stanton136 was used. In this approach, termed EOMIP-CCSD*, a

noniteritive correction allows for the inclusion of some terms neglected in the

traditional EOMIP-CCSD method.139 For the HOOO radical, the reference

wavefunction used was that of the triplet HOOO anion, as it will properly

dissociate to O2 and the closed-shell species OH−. By ejecting the appropriate

electron a balanced treatment of the HOOO radical dissociating to the OH

radical and O2 may be obtained. Equation-of-motion methods for open-shell

reference states are limited. The underutilized EOMIP-CCSD* approach was

taken as it includes more dynamical correlation than the standard EOMIP-

CCSD method.

In addition to the EOMIP-CCSD* constrained optimizations carried

out to produce the dissociation curve, trans-HOOO and the dissociation prod-
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ucts OH and O2 were fully optimized at the same level of theory.e To estimate

the effect of zero-point energy, ZPE, on the dissociation curve, the harmonic

frequencies were calculated at the trans minimum, near the transition state

to dissociation and for the fragments. Prior to the frequency calculationsf the

molecular geometries were optimized such that the root mean square deviation

of the molecular energy gradient with respect to displacement along the inter-

nal coordinates was less than 10−8 hartree bohr−1 — the exception being the

central OO distance near the transition state which was converged to on the

order of 10−5 hartree bohr−1.g As analytic gradients are not available for the

EOMIP-CCSD* level of theory, the quadratic force constants were calculated

through finite difference of energies at displaced points. For numerical differ-

entiation to produce the quadratic force constants, the Hartree-Fock density

was converged to 10−11 and the CCSD wavefunction parameters and EOMIP

eigenvectors were converged to 10−13 Hartree.h Frequency calculations were

carried out for the deuterated species DOOO to estimate the change in zero-

point energy upon substitution. The cc-pVQZ basis set78 was used in both the

constrained optimizations to produce the curve as well as the full optimiza-

eThe OH fragment was treated with the EOMIP approach from the closed-shell OH−

reference species, but for O2 the single-reference CCSD method was used.
fThe default convergence of 10−5 hartree bohr−1 was used for all other constrained

optimizations.
gThe transition state was found through constrained optimizations at increments of

0.0005 Å (approximately 0.001 Bohr) for the central OO distance near the maximum along
the minimum energy dissociation curve. In this region the energy varies on the order of
10−8 with a change in the central OO bond length on the order of 10−3 Bohr.

hThe default convergence of 10−7 was used for each of the three components for all but
the frequency calculations.
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tions and frequency calculations. At the global minimum, near the transition

state and for the fragments, the energy was calculated with the larger cc-pV5Z

basis set as well.78 And for the same three points along the dissociation curve,

the energy was calculated with the EOMIP coupled-cluster singles, doubles

and triples method [EOMIP-CCSDT]140 and the cc-pVTZ basis set.78 In all

EOMIP calculations reported here, the frozen core [(fc)] approximation was

made, meaning the core electrons were not correlated.

4.2.2 Torsional Potential

The torsional potential of HOOO was constructed in a manner simi-

lar to the dissociation curve of trans-HOOO. Constrained optimizations were

carried out for fixed values of the HOOO dihedral angle between 0◦, the cis

minimum, and 180◦, the trans minimum. With the plane of symmetry bro-

ken as the HOOO dihedral angle is varied, the computational cost increases.

The ANO174 basis set was used in the constrained optimizations along the

potential curve rather than the cc-pVQZ basis set used for the dissociation

curve. Use of the triple-ζ ANO1 basis set, rather than a quadruple-ζ basis set

such as cc-pVQZ (or ANO2), reduces the computational cost but the differ-

ences in results obtained with the triple- and quadruple-ζ contractions of the

Almlöf and Taylor basis sets tend to be smaller than the differences in results

obtained with the cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ. Optimizations at the cis and trans

minima and near the torsional transition state (HOOO dihedral angel equal

to 80◦) were carried out with the cc-pVQZ basis set as well to demonstrate
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the similarity in results obtained with the ANO1 and cc-pVQZ basis sets for

this system.

For calculations at the EOMIP-CCSD*/ANO1 level of theory, parame-

ters were converged such that the root mean square deviation of the molecular

energy gradient was less than 10−8 hartree bohr−1. The harmonic frequen-

cies were then calculated through numerical differentiation of EOMIP-CCSD*

energies converged as described above in section 4.2.1. The vibrationally adi-

abatic torsional potential was calculated by including the harmonic zero-point

energy neglecting the contribution from the torsion. At the cis and trans min-

ima and near the torsional transition state (HOOO dihedral angel equal to 80◦)

geometry optimizations and harmonic frequency calculations were carried out

at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level in addition to the EOMIP calculations.

4.2.3 Additional Equilibrium Structures

At the trans-HOOO minimum, the molecular parameters were opti-

mized at the EOMIP-CCSD* and CCSD(T) levels of theory with a series of

correlation consistent basis sets with and without additional diffuse functions.

At the CCSD(T) level the cc-pVXZ [X = T,Q,5] and aug-cc-pVXZ [X = T,Q]

basis sets introduced in section 2.1.3 and d-aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, which is a

triple-ζ basis set that includes an additional set of diffuse functions.141 At the

EOMIP-CCSD* level of theory, the cc-pVXZ [X = T,Q] and aug-cc-pVXZ [X

= T,Q] basis sets were employed.

The cfour
95 program package was used in all calculations; for those
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at the EOMIP-CCSDT level the mrcc
96 package was also used.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Dissociation Curve

The dissociation curve for trans-HOOO → OH + O2 is presented in

figure 4.1.i A barrier to dissociation is revealed with a maximum at a cen-

tral OO distance of approximately 2.072 Å. The inclusion of the zero-point

energy increases the entrance barrier, the difference in energy between the

transition state and the fragments, and reduces the exit barrier, the energy

difference between the transition state and the trans-HOOO minimum. The

exit barrier is slightly decreased for the deuterated species. Based on the

EOMIP-CCSD*/cc-pV5Z and EOMIP-CCSDT/cc-pVTZ energies calculated

at the trans minimum and the transition state relative to dissociation, we can

estimate the effect of increased basis size and high-level dynamic correlation.

Both stabilize trans-HOOO relative to dissociation and reduce the barrier.

iAll points are plotted relative to the dissociated fragments. Near an O2-OH distance
of 3 Å, there is a slight van der Waals interaction, but by approximately 5 Å the energy
converges to the dissociation limit.
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Figure 4.1: The EOMIP-CCSD*/cc-pVQZ (fc) minimum energy path for dis-
sociation of trans-HOOO to OH + O2.
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4.3.2 Torsional Potential

The torsional potential from cis to trans-HOOO is presented in figure

4.2. The relative energies of the cis and trans conformers calculated with the

cc-pVQZ and ANO1 basis sets are very similar, and indeed indistinguishable

on the plot. The energy of the torsional transition state is slightly greater

with the larger cc-pVQZ basis set, but qualitatively there appear to be no

significant changes in the nature of the torsional potential when calculated with

the more efficient ANO1 basis set. The inclusion of the ZPE does have a greater

effect on the torsional potential. The frequency of the HOO bending mode is

significantly greater at the cis minimum compared to the trans. This increases

the ZPE at the cis minimum destabilizing it relative to trans. The frequency

of the OOO bend increases as well while the frequency of the OH stretch

decreases. These effects are possibly due to a slight hydrogen bond between

the terminal oxygen atom and the hydrogen atom, which is made possible

in the cis conformation. Near the torsional transition state the stretching

frequency of the terminal OO bond is less than that of the trans structure.

Therefore the ZPE is less and the barrier is reduced slightly.
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Figure 4.2: The EOMIP-CCSD* (fc) torsional potential from cis to trans-
HOOO.
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4.3.3 Equilibrium Structures

The structural parameters optimized at the EOMIP-CCSD*/cc-pVQZ

(fc) level of theory for the cis and trans-HOOO conformers, the torsional tran-

sition [TS], the trans dissociation transition state, the dissociation fragments

OH and O2, as well as FOO for comparison, are included in table 4.2.j For all

the previous species, with the exception of the dissociation transition state,

structural parameters optimized at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ level of theory are

presented in table 4.1. The optimized parameters of cis and trans-HOOO, the

torsional transition state and FOO determined with the ANO1 basis set at

the CCSD(T) (fc) and EOMIP-CCSD* (fc) levels of theory are contained in

tables 4.3 and 4.4 with the associated harmonic frequencies in tables 4.5 and

4.6. Additional sets of structural parameters for trans-HOOO determined at

the two levels of theory, CCSD(T) (fc) and EOMIP-CCSD* (fc), with a series

of correlation consistent basis sets with and without diffuse functions are gath-

ered in table 4.7. The largest differences in the HOOO parameters calculated

with the standard coupled-cluster method and the equation-of-motion method

occur for the terminal and central OO bond lengths, approximately 0.01 and

0.02-0.03 Å respectively. The differences in the optimized parameters using

the standard verses equation-of-motion approach for the isoelectronic FOO

are significantly smaller, ≤ 0.005 and 0.01 Å for the OO distance and the

FO distance respectively. In going from trans to cis-HOOO, the terminal OO

distances increases, the central OO distance decreases and the OH distance

jTables are collected at the end of the chapter.
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increases in all the calculations presented here. The predicted harmonic fre-

quency of the OH stretching mode (ω1) decreases by approximately 40 to 50

cm−1 for both standard and equation-of-motion coupled-cluster approaches.

For the harmonic frequency of the terminal OO stretch (ω2) there is a signif-

icant cis-trans shift only for the equation-of-motion approach. However, the

harmonic frequency near the torsional transition state is much lower at both

levels of theory. At both levels of theory both the HOO and OOO bending fre-

quencies increase in going from trans to cis, as does the central OO stretching

frequency.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Dissociation Curve

The barrier along the path to dissociation has been discussed as a pos-

sible source of the discrepancy between the experimental upper bound to the

dissociation energy and the theoretical prediction.142 As described in section

2.4.3, the upper bound to the dissociation energy of a weakly bound molecule

can be determined through infrared action spectroscopy. For HOOO, the fun-

damental or overtone of the OH stretch is excited. The vibrational energy is

sufficient to break the weak central OO bond following intramolecular vibra-

tional redistribution. Following dissociation, the populations of the rotational

levels of the OH fragment are determined through laser-induced fluorescence.

If the energy available to the products [Eavail], the difference between the

known vibrational energy [Ehν ] and the energy required for dissociation [D0],
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is partitioned statistically among the available degrees of freedom, the total

excess energy can be determined from the highest rotational level populated

for OH [Emax
rot (OH)].k

Ehν = D0 + Eavail (4.4a)

Ehν ≥ D0 + Emax
rot (OH) (4.4b)

D0 ≤ Ehν − Emax
rot (OH) (4.4c)

The difference of Ehν and Emax
rot (OH) is generally taken to be the upper limit

to the dissociation energy, rather than the actual bond energy. There may

be a portion of Eavail that is unaccounted for as the spacing between rota-

tional energy levels limits the precision of the measurement and the energy

distribution amongst the product states may not be statistical. In the case

of trans,perp-HOONO, the upper bound is very close to the true bond energy

(see table 2.4).

When there is a barrier to dissociation, Eavail may be described as

the sum of the impulsive energy [Eimp], equal to the difference in the energy

of the transition state and the energy of the dissociation fragments, and the

statistical energy [Estat], equal to the difference in Ehν and the energy of the

transition state (see figure 4.3).143

Ehν = D0 + Estat + Eimp (4.5)

kSee ref. 41 for the full energy balance equation.
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It is assumed that at the transition state the excess energy, or Estat, is parti-

tioned statistically among the available degrees of freedom. However, as the

rupturing bond continues to lengthen to dissociation the additional energy, or

Eimp, may be preferentially directed into relative translational or rotational

energy of one of the fragments. If the energy of the apparent entrance barrier

in figure 4.1 is preferentially directed into relative translational energy of the

fragments or rotation of the O2 fragment, this portion of Eavail would be unde-

termined in the infrared action experiments and could explain the unexpected

difference in the experimental upper bound to the dissociation energy and the

theoretically predicted value.
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Figure 4.3: The partitioning of available energy in the presence of a barrier to
dissociation.
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The height of the apparent dissociation barrier is much more challeng-

ing to predict than is the dissociation energy. Single-reference methods with

high-level correlation corrections can be applied at the trans-HOOO minimum

and to the fragments that cannot be reliably applied to the transition state in

the bond breaking region due to the multi-reference character of the species.

The equation-of-motion methods used in the examination of the dissociation

curve treat the non-dynamical correlation, but the degree of dynamical cor-

relation treated with in the EOMIP-CCSD* method is much less than in the

methods used to calculate the dissociation energy in chapter 2. The basis

sets used here are less complete as well. The dissociation energy neglecting

zero-point effects at the EOMIP-CCSD*/cc-pVQZ level is approximately 2.5

kcal mol−1 compared to 5.21 kcal mol−1 using the HEAT approach described

in chapter 2. With harmonic ZPE corrections, trans-HOOO is not stable

relative to dissociation on the EOMIP-CCSD*/cc-pVQZ curve. The disso-

ciation curve presented in figure 4.1 should be taken as qualitative, rather

than a quantitative, description. By calculating the relative energy at the

EOMIP-CCSD*/cc-pV5Z and EOMIP-CCSDT/cc-pVTZ levels of theory at

the EOMIP-CCSD*/cc-pVQZ optimized geometries, the effect of increased

basis size and increased dynamic correlation on the barrier height can be esti-

mated. Both effects decrease the height of the barrier; the increased correlation

significantly decreases the barrier. At higher levels of theory the barrier may

be negligible or disappear entirely. There is experimental evidence that there

is no barrier in the association reaction of OH + O2. Smith and coworkers
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monitored the concentration of OH in the presence of O2 at temperatures be-

tween 55.7 and 110.8 K and found no evidence for a barrier in the formation

of HO3.
97 If there is no barrier to dissociation for trans-HOOO, the reason for

the discrepancy between theoretical and experimental bond energies is still in

question.

The HF dimer is also a weakly bound system with a dissociation energy

similar to that of HOOO. Dissociation of the HF dimer following vibrational

excitation results in one fragment that is highly rotationally excited and one

that is not.144 The determination of the dissociation energy required monitor-

ing of the rotational and kinetic energy of both fragments. The preferential

rotational excitation of one fragment was attributed to the impulsive disso-

ciation144 in the absence of a barrier to dissociation.145 A similar implusive

dissociation of HOOO could explain the discrepancy between theoretical and

experimental bond energies without invoking a barrier to dissociation.

4.4.2 Torsional Potential

The cis-trans energy difference on the EOMIP-CCSD*/ANO1 torsional

potential is in qualitative agreement with results from the high-level calcula-

tions presented in table 2.4. The trans conformer is slightly (approximately 50

cm−1) more stable than the cis with the inclusion of zero-point effects widen-

ing the gap significantly. The torsional barrier is sufficiently low that above

300 to 400 K, HOOO would convert freely between conformers. At 200 to 300

K, kT is sufficient for conversion of cis to trans.
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Preliminary calculations carried out by Beames and coworkers146 of

the vibrational levels for a torsional potential obtained by scaling the data

of figure 4.2 reproduce the inferred torsional band positions of trans and cis

conformers of HOOO, trans conformer of DOOO and the torsional overtone of

trans-HOOO quite well. The torsional barrier height relative to the trans min-

imum for the scaled potential is approximately 50 cm−1 higher than the barrier

height obtained at the EOMIP-CCSD*/ANO1 (fc) level. Calculations of the

EOMIP-CCSD* energy with larger basis sets (including cc-pVQZ, cc-pV5Z

and aug-cc-pVQZ) indicate that the barrier height relative to the trans mini-

mum does increase slightly with a more complete basis — converging toward

the scaled potential which reproduces the experimentally determined torsional

frequencies. However, due to the reduced terminal OO frequency near the tor-

sional transition state, the zero-point energy effects reduce the barrier height

for the vibrationally adiabatic curve — deviating from the potential prescribed

by the scaled curve. The reduction in the terminal OO frequency may be an

artifact of the calculations, but the effect is more difficult to dismiss as it oc-

curs when both standard and equation-of-motion coupled-cluster methods are

applied.

The cis well of the scaled potential is more difficult to correlate with

the theoretical description. The increase in the HOO and OOO bending fre-

quencies at the cis minimum increases zero-point energy relative to that of the

other conformers. This, combined with the decrease in the barrier height with

the inclusion of zero-point corrections, results in a very shallow cis well on the
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vibrationally adiabatic curve. The barrier height relative to the cis minimum is

approximately 125 cm−1 and unable to support a torsionally excited state 150

cm−1 above the ground vibrational state. Again, the zero-point corrections are

taken from a force field that is not consistent with experiment, but as the trend

is seen for both standard and equation-of-motion approaches (and with other

basis sets), it is difficult to dismiss entirely. The effect of larger basis sets on

the depth of the cis is not significant at the cc-pVQZ level (the cc-pVQZ and

ANO1 energies are indistinguishable in figure 4.2), but when diffuse functions

are included, the cis well again becomes extremely shallow (approximately

100 cm−1 before zero-point corrections). These effects which would appear to

decrease the cis well depth may be counteracted at higher levels of theory by

increased correlation shaping the theoretical torsional potential into a curve

that reproduces the semi-empirical scaled potential. However, only the exper-

imentally inferred cis-HOOO, not the cis-DOOO, band is reproduced well by

the scaled potential. Also, a band originally assigned to the combination of

the doubly excited torsional mode and the OH stretching frequency is now in

question as the scaled potential will not support a second excited torsional

state. This suggests that perhaps the alignment of the experimentally inferred

torsional frequency and the predicted transition was coincidental and that the

band from which the cis torsional frequency was inferred is attributable to

another transition. The lack of rotational structure in the bands assigned to

the cis conformer and the lack of a large shift in the OH stretching frequencyl

lThe predicted OH stretching frequency of the cis conformer is red-shifted relative to
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relative to that of the trans conformer support this possibility.

4.4.3 The Equilibrium Structure

It has been noted that proper treatment of the trans-HOOO radical

requires a basis set of at least triple-ζ quality and correlation beyond the sin-

gles and doubles approximation of CCSD.94 Similar requirements have been

noted for difluorodioxirane — which at the time had the distinction of having

the longest OO bond ever measured or calculated.93 The three-electron cor-

relation effects treated by the perturbative triples correction of CCSD(T) are

understandably important in a species formed from doublet OH and triplet

O2. In a study of the HOOO anion, Cremer and coworkers stated that in

addition to a basis set of at least triple-ζ quality, diffuse functions and f-type

polarization functions should be included. The cc-pVQZ and ANO1 basis sets

used to determine the HOOO geometries for the calculation of the dissocia-

tion energy (see chapter 2), the anharmonic frequencies (chapter 3) and the

potential curves (above) include f functions and in the calculation of the dis-

sociation energy diffuse functions were included. A brief examination of the

effect of diffuse functions on the equilibrium structure of trans-HOOO will

follow below.

The use of a basis set that includes diffuse functions does allow for the

description of a central OO bond length which is slightly longer, leaving the

that of the trans conformer by approximately 50 cm−1. The experimentally observed band
assigned to the OH stretching mode in the cis conformer lacks rotational structure which
could confirm the assignment and is within 10 cm−1 of the trans band.
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other parameters relatively unaffected at the CCSD(T) level of theory. The

significant extension of the central OO bond seen when diffuse functions are

added to a basis set of triple-ζ quality, approximately 0.02 Å is not increased,

and in fact slightly decreases, with the additional diffuse functions of the d-

aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. With a basis set of quadruple-ζ quality the effect of the

addition of diffuse functions on the central OO bond length is not as great, the

difference being less than 0.005 Å, at the CCSD(T) level of theory. However,

at the EOMIP-CCSD* level of theory, the effect is greater.

Use of the equation-of-motion method extends the central OO bond

significantly with an accompanying decrease in the terminal OO bond length.

In calculations at the CCSDT level with the cc-pVTZ basis set a slightly longer

central OO bond is obtained than at the CCSD(T) level94 due to increased

correlation. In the weakly bound trans-HONO molecule electron correlation

at the CCSDTQ level was required to obtain a proper treatment of the central

NO bond.147 It was previously stated that as CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ equilibrium

structure for the isoelectronic FOO is consistent with the experimentally de-

rived structure when vibrational effects are accounted for, it would be difficult

to justify the need for additional correlation or multi-reference treatment for

HOOO.94 The similarity of the FOO structures determined with the stan-

dard and equation-of-motion coupled-cluster methods suggests that a multi-

reference approach is not necessary for a proper description of the FOO system.

The relatively large differences in the central OO distance of HOOO contra-

dicts the statement that standard coupled cluster theory at the CCSD(T) level
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properly describes HOOO as well.

The results here do not provide a definitive equilibrium structure for

trans-HOOO, and any potential equilibrium structure cannot be directly com-

pared to the structural parameters obtained experimentally40 without vibra-

tional corrections from a quality anharmonic force field,but some possibly im-

portant factors in the calculation of an equilibrium structure for trans-HOOO

may be noted. Treatment of high-level dynamic correlation at the CCSDTQ

level or nondynamic correlation through equation-of-motion methods should

be considered. Diffuse functions may be required to obtain an accurate central

OO bond.
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Table 4.1: Equilibrium structural parameters for XOO (X = OH and F) and dissociation fragments
calculated at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ level of theory. For HOOO, the cis and trans conformers and an
approximate torsional transition state are included.

molecular parameter cisa,b tor. TSa,c transa,b OH + O2
a,b FOOa,b

OO distance 1.244 1.237 1.226 1.206 1.190
XO distance 1.538 1.568 1.584 1.630
XOO angle 111.7 111.4 109.8 110.9
OH distance 0.970 0.966 0.966 0.968
OOH angle 97.1 97.6 97.2

aDistances in Ångströms and angles in degrees. bRoot mean square deviation of the molecular energy gradient less than 10−5 hartree

bohr−1. cRoot mean square deviation of the molecular energy gradient less than 10−5 Hartree Bohr−1, except along the torsion, which

was not optimized but fixed at 80◦.

Table 4.2: Equilibrium structural parameters for XOO (X = OH and F) and dissociation fragments
calculated at the EOMIP-CCSD*/cc-pVQZ (fc) level of theory. For HOOO, the cis and trans conformers,
an approximate torsional transition state and the dissociation transition state of the trans conformer are
included.

molecular parameter cisa,b tor. TSa,c transa,b dis. TSa,b OH + O2
a,b FOOa,b

OO distance 1.231 1.222 1.215 1.187 1.197d 1.187
XO distance 1.562 1.613 1.618 2.072 1.625
XOO angle 112.3 111.7 110.0 112.1 110.8
OH distance 0.968 0.965 0.966 0.968 0.969
OOH angle 97.0 96.7 96.8 91.8

aDistances in Ångströms and angles in degrees. bRoot mean square deviation of the molecular energy gradient less than 10−8 Hartree

Bohr−1. cRoot mean square deviation of the molecular energy gradient less than 10−5 Hartree Bohr−1, except along the torsion,

which was not optimized but fixed at 80◦. dOptimized at the CCSD/cc-pVQZ level of theory.
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Table 4.3: Equilibrium structural parameters for XOO (X = OH and F)
and calculated at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level of theory. For HOOO, the
cis and trans conformers and an approximate torsional transition state are
included.

molecular parameter cisa,b tor. TSa,b transa,b FOOa,b

OO distance 1.253 1.243 1.231 1.198
XO distance 1.536 1.585 1.605 1.641
XOO angle 111.6 111.4 109.7 110.9
OH distance 0.974 0.970 0.971
OOH angle 97.2 97.2 96.9

aDistances in Ångströms and angles in degrees. bRoot mean square deviation of the molecular

energy gradient less than 10−10 Hartree Bohr−1. cRoot mean square deviation of the molec-

ular energy gradient less than 10−10 Hartree Bohr−1, except along the torsion, which was not

optimized but fixed at 80◦.

Table 4.4: Equilibrium structural parameters for XOO (X = OH and F)
and calculated at the EOMIP-CCSD*/ANO1 level of theory. For HOOO,
the cis and trans conformers and an approximate torsional transition state
are included.

molecular parameter cisa,b tor. TSa,b transa,b FOOa,b

OO distance 1.236 1.228 1.220 1.193
XO distance 1.568 1.615 1.624 1.632
XOO angle 112.2 111.6 109.9 110.8
OH distance 0.971 0.968 0.969
OOH angle 97.0 96.7 96.7

aDistances in Ångströms and angles in degrees. bRoot mean square deviation of the molecular

energy gradient less than 10−9 Hartree Bohr−1. cRoot mean square deviation of the molecular

energy gradient less than 10−8 Hartree Bohr−1, except along the torsion, which was not optimized

but fixed at 80◦.
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Table 4.5: Harmonic frequencies of cis and trans-HOOO, as well as an ap-
proximate torsional transition state, at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level of theory.

modea cisb TSb,c transb

ω1 3707 3757 3758
ω2 1374 1284 1370
ω3 1220 1194 1184
ω4 642 603 573
ω5 380 319 328

ZPE 3662 3578 3606
aThe torsional mode [ω6] was not used in the calculation of the zero-point energy for the construc-

tion of the vibrationally adiabatic torsional potential. bIn units of cm−1. cThe HOOO dihedral

was fixed at 80◦.

Table 4.6: Harmonic frequencies of cis and trans-HOOO, as well as an
approximate torsional transition state, at the EOMIP-CCSD*/ANO1 (fc)
level of theory.

modea cisb TSb,c transb

ω1 3743 3785 3785
ω2 1421 1375 1438
ω3 1271 1174 1188
ω4 629 597 572
ω5 370 338 355

ZPE 3717 3635 3669
aThe torsional mode [ω6] was not used in the calculation of the zero-point energy for the construc-

tion of the vibrationally adiabatic torsional potential. bIn units of cm−1. cThe HOOO dihedral

was fixed at 80◦.
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Table 4.7: Equilibrium structural parameters for trans-HOOO calculated
at the CCSD(T) level with the cc-pVXZ [X = T,Q,5], aug-cc-pVXZ [X =
T,Q] and d-aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets.

molecular parametera cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ cc-pV5Z

terminal OO distance 1.233 1.227 1.226
central OO distance 1.590 1.589 1.586
OOO angle 109.8 109.8 109.7
OH distance 0.969 0.968 0.968
OOH angle 96.8 97.1 97.3

aug-cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVQZ

terminal OO distance 1.230b 1.226
central OO distance 1.607c 1.594
OOO angle 109.7d 109.8
OH distance 0.972d 0.969
OOH angle 97.1d 97.3

aDistances in Ångströms and angles in degrees. bWith d-aug-cc-pVTZ: 1.231 Å. cWith d-aug-cc-

pVTZ: 1.603 Å. dWith d-aug-cc-pVTZ: unchanged.

Table 4.8: Equilibrium structural parameters for trans-HOOO calculated
at the EOMIP-CCSD* level with the cc-pVXZ [X = T,Q] and aug-cc-pVXZ
[X = T,Q] basis sets.

molecular parametera cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ

terminal OO distance 1.221 1.215
central OO distance 1.614 1.618
OOO angle 110.0 110.0
OH distance 0.967 0.966
OOH angle 96.5 96.8

aug-cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVQZ

terminal OO distance 1.218 1.213
central OO distance 1.656 1.649
OOO angle 109.9 110.0
OH distance 0.969 0.966
OOH angle 96.5 96.6

aDistances in Ångströms and angles in degrees.
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Chapter 5

Summary

This work provided predictions for the vibrational transitions of two

HOONO isomers that aided the assignment of experimental spectra. Calcu-

lations also confirmed the experimentally determined dissociation energies for

these species. Agreement between theory and experiment for trans-HOOO is

more difficult to obtain. The theoretical prediction provided here, that trans-

HOOO is only bound by approximately 2.5 kcal mol−1 relative to dissociation

to OH and O2, has very recently been supported experimentally. This work

indicates that significant concentrations of trans-HOOO are not present in

Earth’s atmosphere contradicting previous claims.

5.1 Dissociation Energies

A series of calculations were carried out to predict the stability of

the HOONO and HOOO conformers relative to dissociation. The relative

importance of high-level correlation contributions, extrapolation to the infi-

nite basis set limit and corrections for other factors such as the zero-point

energy is greater when calculating the small dissociation energies of weakly

bound species. The theoretical dissociation energies for trans,perp and cis,cis-
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HOONO (15.9 and 19.2 kcal mol−1, respectively, for HOONO → OH + NO2)

confirmed the experimental determinations, and provided additional predic-

tions (23.4 and 26.7 kcal mol−1, respectively, for HOONO → OH + NO2).

The dissociation energy predicted here is consistent with an early experimen-

tal value in that the calculated value (2.5 kcal mol−1) is below the experi-

mentally determined upper bound (5.3 kcal mol−1), but the assumption that

difference between the experimental upper bound and the true dissociation

energy is small is not supported by this work. The theoretical prediction that

the trans-HOOO radical is significantly less stable than previously inferred

from experiment is consistent with a recently published kinetics study which

found that trans-HOOO is stable relative to dissociation by 3.0 kcal mol−1.

5.2 Spectroscopic Features and Constants

Through the calculation of anharmonic force fields using high-level

quantum-chemical methods, the prediction of vibrational transition energies

for the trans,perp and cis,cis conformers of HOONO, cis,cis-DOONO and

the trans conformer of HOOO and DOOO was possible. The predictions for

HOONO and DOONO were used to aid the assignment of experimental spec-

tra and demonstrated the accuracy of these methods. For multi-quantum

vibrational transitions observed in the gas-phase, the differences between pre-

dicted and experimental values were less than 25 cm−1 for both conformers of

HOONO and the cis,cis conformer of DOONO. Some of the fundamental tran-

sitions observed in a solid matrix appear to be perturbed by the surroundings,
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but in most cases the agreement was better than 20 cm−1. The cis,perp con-

former of HOONO forms a shelf in the torsional potential of cis,cis-HOONO.

This deviation from harmonic behavior presents a slight challenge to the VPT2

description of the potential surface. The very low frequency torsion in the

HOOO molecule presents a greater challenge. Some of the initial work to ad-

dress this through examination of the torsional potential is presented here (see

chapter 4 and section 5.3 below) and work is ongoing.146

5.3 HOOO Potential Curves and Structures

An examination of the minimum energy path to dissociation for trans-

HOOO suggested that a barrier to dissociation may be the cause of the differ-

ence between the experimental upper bound to the dissociation energy and the

predicted true bond energy. However, at higher levels of theory this barrier

may become insignificant. The recently published kinetics study suggests that

there is no barrier to the formation of HOOO from OH and O2. The lack of a

barrier does not rule out the possibility of an impulsive dissociation in which

the excess energy is channeled into rotational excitation of one fragment rather

than the other or relative kinetic energy. Preferential rotational excitation was

observed in the HF dimer144 in the absence of a barrier to dissociation.145 As

a result of impulsive dissociation, some portion of the excess energy following

dissociation of HOOO due to vibrational excitation would not be accounted

for if only the rotational excitation of the OH fragment is monitored.

A torsional potential for HOOO has been constructed with care as it is
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important to treat the nondynamic correlation, or multi-reference character, to

obtain a qualitatively correct cis-trans energy difference. The torsional barrier

is low, approximately 200 to 250 cm−1relative to the trans minimum. Prelim-

inary, results suggest that calculation of the torsional levels from a potential

curve such as this may begin to resolve the discrepancies between experi-

mentally observed and theoretically predicted vibrational transition energies

for trans-HOOO. The torsional frequencies assigned to the cis conformer are

more difficult to align with the theoretical description.146

5.4 Relevance to Atmospheric Chemistry

The prediction that the binding energy of OH and O2 is approximately

half that assumed elsewhere, has a large impact on the probability that signif-

icant quantities of HOOO will form in Earth’s atmosphere — with a binding

energy of approximately 3 kcal mol−1, very little HOOO will form.97 Forma-

tion of the more stable HOONO isomers will likely occur in the atmosphere,

but the significance of these species lies in the likelihood for dissociation and

reformation of the OH and NO2 radicals. The formation of HOONO is in

competition with the formation of nitric acid, which is a sink for these radical

species. Recent studies support the formation of nitric acid from HOO and NO

with HOONO serving as an intermediate.16 Accurate theoretical predictions

of the HOO + NO → HOONO energy may become useful as there has not yet

been an accurate experimental determination.
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5.5 Proposed Experiments

Continued investigation of HOONO as an intermediate in the forma-

tion of nitric acid from HOO and NO will likely have greater significance in

atmospheric chemistry as the prediction of reactive radical concentrations is

a continuing goal. However, to this researcher, the reason for the difference

in the observed upper bound to the dissociation energy of trans-HOOO and

the predicted bond energy is a more interesting puzzle. If the disagreement is

due to a barrier to dissociation, a possibility that disputed by the researches

conducting the recent kinetics experiments, the rate of dissociation would be

effected. A determination of the kinetic energy of the OH and O2 fragments

following dissociation of trans-HOOO through vibrational excitation would

provide a refinement of the upper bound to the dissociation energy. However,

without an examination of the populated rotational levels of the O2 fragment

as well, a portion of the excess energy could remain unaccounted for following

vibrational excitation and dissociation.

The electron photodetachment of the HOOO anion could provide some

insight into this puzzling system.148 The vibronic structure of the photoelec-

tron spectrum would give another view of the HOOO vibrations and possibly

the dissociation energy. Calculations are underway to predict the ionization

energy of the HOOO anion and determine the Frank-Condon factors for sim-

ulation of the photoelectron spectrum.
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5.6 Proposed Theoretical Studies

The description of the vibrational spectrum of HOOO is a challenging

problem as the system defies the harmonic approximation and the complex

electronic structure requires high-level quantum chemical methods and a fairly

large basis set for a proper description of the potential energy surface. The

fitting of an analytic curve along the torsional potential for the determination

of the torsional levels is a first step to calculating the fundamental frequencies

of HOOO, but the reason for the disagreement between theory and experiment

for three of the in-plane modes (the HOO and OOO bending modes and the

central OO stretching mode) remains unknown. A three-dimensional potential

surface along the coordinates in question may allow for the determination

of these fundamental frequencies. However, the HOO bending mode does

appear to be strongly coupled to the OH stretching mode and the HOOO

torsional mode and all three modes in question appear to be coupled to the

OO stretching mode so a six-dimensional surface may be required.

Though the HOONO system is largely well-behaved compared to the

HOOO system, some additional work could refine the results presented here.

A calculation of the full four-electron correlation contribution at the CCS-

DTQ level could be significant to the prediction of the dissociation energy of

HOONO to HO2 and NO. The estimated four-electron contribution was rela-

tively large and as there is no experimental determination of the dissociation

energy of HOONO to HO2 + NO (other than the estimation from heats of

formation), a precise theoretical determination could prove useful.
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Appendix A

HNO3 Equilibrium Structures

This appendix is a collection of equilibrium structures for the HNO3

system determined for the calculations presented in chapters 2 and 3.

A.1 CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ

The thermochemical calculations presented in chapter 2 consist of many

calculations of the energy at various levels of theory to determine various

contributions to the total dissociation energy. Each calculation was carried

out the same molecular geometry, with the expection of the zero-point energy

contribution. The molecular parameters of each molecule were optimized at

the CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ level of theory. For each of the close-shell species an

RHF reference wavefunction was used and for the open-shell species a UHF

reference wavefunction was used. The molecular geometries of cis,cis and

trans,perp-HOONO, as well as the dissociation fragments, are in table A.1. The

CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ equilibrium structure of the HOONO conformers were also

used in the determination of vibrationally-corrected rotational constants of

chapter 3.
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A.2 CCSD(T)/ANO1

Prior to the calculation of the anharmonic force fields for the deter-

mination of the vibrational frequencies presented in chapter 3, the molecular

parameters of the two HOONO conformers, trans,perp and cis,cis were opti-

mized at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level of theory. These equilibrium structures

are presented in table A.2. As the HOONO molecule is a closed-shell species,

an RHF reference wavefunction was employed. Core electrons were excluded

from the correlation treatment in these CCSD(T)/ANO1 calculations.
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Table A.1: Equilibrium structual parameters for trans,perp and cis,cis-
HOONO, as well as the dissociation fragments, calculated at the
CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ level of theory.

molecular parameter tpa cca OH + NO2
a HO2 + NOa

terminal NO distance 1.458 1.374 1.193 1.148
central ON distance 1.423 1.426 1.193
ONO angle 105.8 113.2 134.3
OO distance 1.164 1.186 1.328
OON angle 108.9 114.5
ONOO dihedral 176.9 0
OH distance 0.963 0.979 0.968 0.969
OOH angle 101.2 100.4 104.3
HOOO dihedral 98.2 0

aDistances in Ångströms and angles in degrees. Root mean square deviation of the molecular

energy gradient less than 10−5 Hartree Bohr−1.

Table A.2: Equilibrium structual parameters for trans,perp and cis,cis-
HOONO calculated at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 (fc) level of theory.

molecular parameter tpa cca

terminal NO distance 1.467 1.381
central ON distance 1.433 1.436
ONO angle 105.6 113.1
OO distance 1.170 1.193
OON angle 108.6 114.4
ONOO dihedral 176.8 0
OH distance 0.967 0.983
OOH angle 100.9 100.0
HOOO dihedral 98.3 0

aDistances in Ångströms and angles in degrees. Root mean square deviation of the molecular

energy gradient less than 10−10 Hartree Bohr−1.
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Appendix B

Almlöf/Taylor vs. Dunning Basis Sets

The harmonic frequencies calculated with a series of ANO and Dunning

basis are included below to demonstrate the relative convergence. Fundamen-

tal frequencies are included as well and compared to experimental values.
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Table B.1: Harmonic frequencies of the propargyl radical calculated with
the ANO basis sets at the CCSD(T) level (fc) of theory.

mode ANO0a ANO1a ANO2a

ω1 3460 3460 3455
ω2 3171 3165 3164
ω3 1969 1983 1983
ω4 1463 1465 1467
ω5 1050 1058 1060
ω6 638 667 668
ω7 447 477 482
ω8 367 389 389
ω9 3280 3266 3267
ω10 1031 1034 1034
ω11 594 616 618
ω12 314 330 331

δb
max 36 6

δc
std 15 2

aIn units of cm−1. bMaximum absolute error relative to ANO2 values. cStandard deviation of

error relative ANO2 values.

Table B.2: Harmonic frequencies of the propargyl radical calculated with
the Dunning basis sets at the CCSD(T) level (fc) of theory.

mode cc-pVDZa cc-pVTZa cc-pVQZa

ω1 3448 3457 3452
ω2 3164 3162 3164
ω3 1969 1979 1983
ω4 1457 1471 1468
ω5 1056 1056 1060
ω6 620 661 668
ω7 423 448 472
ω8 348 376 385
ω9 3274 3263 3266
ω10 1026 1034 1035
ω11 571 593 613
ω12 312 325 330

δb
max 69 44

δc
std 23 12

aIn units of cm−1. bMaximum absolute error relative to cc-pVQZ values. cStandard deviation

of error relative cc-pVQZ values.
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Table B.3: Harmonic frequencies of nitric acid calculated with the ANO
basis sets at the CCSD(T) level (fc) of theory.

mode ANO0a ANO1a ANO2a

ω1 3748 3750 3746
ω2 1768 1770 1763
ω3 1347 1355 1358
ω4 1324 1337 1338
ω5 882 914 919
ω6 637 664 669
ω7 576 589 592
ω8 769 778 781
ω9 467 485 490

δb
max 37 6

δc
std 14 4

aIn units of cm−1. bMaximum absolute error relative to ANO2 values. cStandard deviation of

error relative ANO2 values.

Table B.4: Harmonic frequencies of nitric acid calculated with the Dunning
basis sets at the CCSD(T) level (fc) of theory.

mode cc-pVDZa cc-pVTZa cc-pVQZa

ω1 3741 3753 3752
ω2 1795 1772 1769
ω3 1366 1358 1362
ω4 1345 1338 1342
ω5 901 914 920
ω6 651 664 669
ω7 580 588 593
ω8 765 780 784
ω9 477 486 491

δb
max 26 6

δc
std 15 3

aIn units of cm−1. bMaximum absolute error relative to cc-pVQZ values. cStandard deviation

of error relative cc-pVQZ values.
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Table B.5: Fundamental frequencies of the propargyl radical calculated
with the ANO basis sets at the CCSD(T) level (fc) of theory compared to
experimental values.

mode ANO0a ANO1a ANO2a,b expa,c

ν1 3321 3323 3318 3322
ν2 3040 3037 3036 3028
ν3 1906 1923 1923 1935
ν4 1438 1444 1445 1440
ν5 1043 1055 1056 1061
ν6 665 689 690 687
ν7 447 481 487 490
ν8 380 398 398 396
ν9 3126 3116 3117 3124
ν10 1014 1018 1019 1017
ν11 585 612 614 620
ν12 321 338 339 352

δd
max 43 14 13

δe
std 17 7 7

aIn units of cm−1. bVPT2 corrections calculated with the ANO1 basis. cRef. 115. dMaximum

absolute error relative to Ref. 115 values. eStandard deviation of error relative to Ref. 115 values.

Table B.6: Fundamental frequencies of the propargyl radical calculated
with the Dunning basis sets at the CCSD(T) level (fc) of theory compared
to experimental values.

mode cc-pVDZa cc-pVTZa cc-pVQZa,b expa,c

ν1 3306 3319 3314 3322
ν2 3030 3035 3037 3028
ν3 1905 1918 1921 1935
ν4 1429 1447 1444 1440
ν5 1047 1051 1055 1061
ν6 654 690 697 687
ν7 417 518 541 490
ν8 373 441 451 396
ν9 3117 3113 3116 3124
ν10 1008 1020 1020 1017
ν11 554 629 648 620
ν12 314 342 347 352

δd
max 73 45 55

δe
std 23 18 23

aIn units of cm−1. bVPT2 corrections calculated with the cc-pVTZ basis. cRef. 115. dMaximum

absolute error relative to Ref. 115 values. eStandard deviation of error relative to Ref. 115 values.
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Table B.7: Fundamental frequencies of nitric acid calculated with the ANO
basis sets at the CCSD(T) level (fc) of theory compared to experimental
values.

mode ANO0a ANO1a ANO2a,b expa,c

ν1 3557 3561 3556 3551
ν2 1721 1725 1719 1710
ν3 1319 1327 1330 1326
ν4 1292 1310 1311 1303
ν5 858 886 892 879
ν6 617 647 651 647
ν7 563 577 581 580
ν8 752 763 767 763
ν9 434 454 459 458

δd
max 30 16 12

δe
std 14 7 4

aIn units of cm−1. bVPT2 corrections calculated with the ANO1 basis. cRef. 120. dMaximum

absolute error relative to Ref. 120 values. eStandard deviation of error relative to Ref. 120 values.

Table B.8: Fundamental frequencies of nitric acid calculated with the Dun-
ning basis sets at the CCSD(T) level (fc) of theory compared to experimen-
tal values.

mode cc-pVDZa cc-pVTZa cc-pVQZa,b expa,c

ν1 3550 3567 3566 3551
ν2 1746 1728 1724 1710
ν3 1332 1331 1335 1326
ν4 1318 1313 1317 1303
ν5 873 888 894 879
ν6 631 647 653 647
ν7 568 577 582 580
ν8 750 765 770 763
ν9 446 456 461 458

δd
max 37 18 15

δe
std 17 8 5

aIn units of cm−1. bVPT2 corrections calculated with the cc-pVTZ basis. cRef. 120. dMaximum

absolute error relative to Ref. 120 values. eStandard deviation of error relative to Ref. 120 values.
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